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QUOTIENT SHEAVES OF ALGEBRAIC SUPERGROUPS
ARE SUPERSCHEMES
AKIRA MASUOKA AND ALEXANDR N. ZUBKOV
Abstract. To generalize some fundamental results on group schemes
to the super context, we study the quotient sheaf G~=H of an algebraic
supergroup G by its closed supersubgroup H, in arbitrary characteristic
6= 2. Our main theorem states that G~=H is a Noetherian superscheme.
This together with derived results give positive answers to interesting
questions posed by J. Brundan.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with generalizing theory of algebraic groups, as
presented by Demazure and Gabriel [7] or Jantzen [10], to the super context
from a functorial view-point. Recent papers with the same concern include
[2], [23] and [24]. Unless otherwise stated, we work over a ¯xed ¯eldK whose
characteristic is di®erent from 2. We study the quotient sheaf G~=H of an
algebraic supergroup G by its closed supersubgroup H, strongly motivated
by those interesting questions posed by J. Brundan which will be noted
below.
Let us recall from [23] some basic de¯nitions and known results. Those
vector spaces (over the ¯eld K as above) which are graded by Z2 = f0; 1g
form a tensor category, SModK , with the canonical symmetry. Objects de-
¯ned in this symmetric tensor category are called with the adjective `super'
attached. For example, an algebra object in SModK is called a superal-
gebra. All superalgebras including Hopf superalgebras are assumed to be
supercommutative. A K-functor (resp., a supergroup) is a set-valued (resp.,
group-valued) functor de¯ned on the category SAlgK of superalgebras. The
K-functors includes the following subclasses:
(a±ne superschemes) ½ (superschemes) ½ (K-sheaves):
Every K-functor X has uniquely a K-sheaf eX (with respect to the fppf
topology) together with a morphism X ! eX of K-functors which have the
obvious universal property; this eX is called the shea¯¯cation of X.
By an algebraic supergroup we always mean an algebraic a±ne super-
group, or namely a supergroup G which is represented by a ¯nitely gener-
ated Hopf superalgebra K[G]. A closed supersubgroup of G is a supergroup
H represented by a quotient Hopf superalgebra of K[G]. Let G, H be as just
de¯ned. The K-functor which associates to every superalgebra R, the set
G(R)=H(R) of right cosets is called the naive quotient, denoted (G=H)(n).
The shea¯¯cation of (G=H)(n) is denoted by G~=H. It is proved in [23] (see
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also [13]) that G~=H is an a±ne supergroup, if H is normal in G. It is
important and is our concern to study G~=H when H is not necessarily nor-
mal. Note that if the domains of G, H are restricted to the category AlgK
of (purely even) algebras, we have an algebraic (non-super) group denoted
Gres, and its closed subgroup denoted Hres. We are also concerned with the
relation between G~=H and the quotient Gres~=Hres in the classical, non-super
situation.
The questions on G~=H posed by Brundan, which were brought to the
second named author by a private communication, are the following.
(Q1) Is G~=H necessarily a superscheme?
(Q2) Is G~=H a±ne whenever the algebraic group Hres is geometrically
reductive?
On the other hand Brundan [2] de¯ned a kind of quotients of G by H,
which we call the Brundan quotient, as a superscheme with some desired
properties; see below. The Brundan quotient looks di®erent from the ex-
plicitly constructed G~=H. Therefore we have the following in mind.
(Q3) Does the Brundan quotient always exist, and coincide with G~=H?
This paper answers these questions all in the positive. First of all, our
main theorem, which answers (Q1) positively, is the following:
Theorem 0.1. Let G be an algebraic supergroup, and let H be a closed
supersubgroup of G. Then the K-sheaf G~=H is a Noetherian superscheme.
The same statement holds true for the K-sheaf H~nG which is de¯ned
to be the shea¯¯cation of the naive quotient (HnG)(n) of left cosets. This
and other results on H~nG follow from the corresponding results on G~=H
applied to the opposite supergroups Gop ¶ Hop. As a corollary to the proof
of the theorem above, we have that G~=H is a±ne i® Gres~=Hres is a±ne; see
Corollary 8.15. This answers (Q2) in the positive since it follows from Cline
et al. [6], Corollary 4.5, that Gres~=Hres is a±ne if Hres is geometrically
reductive; see Remark 9.12 for more details.
The Brundan quotient of G by H, cited above, is a pair (X;¼) of a
Noetherian superscheme X and a morphism ¼ : G! X such that
(1) ¼ is a±ne and faithfully °at (see Section 9 for de¯nitions),
(2) ¼ factors (necessarily in a unique way) through the quotient mor-
phism G! (G=H)(n), and
(3) if a morphism G ! Y to a superscheme Y factors through G !
(G=H)(n), it uniquely factors through ¼.
We will prove that the quotient morphism G! G~=H has the property (1);
see Corollary 9.10. Since it has obviously the properties (2), (3), the main
theorem above answers (Q3) in the positive.
Recall that Theorem 0.1 above was proved in the classical, non-super
situation by Demazure and Gabriel [7], III, x3, 5.4; thus we know already
that with our notation, Gres~=Hres is a Noetherian scheme. Our proof of the
theorem reduces to this classical result, investigating the relation of G~=H
with Gres~=Hres. Our method of the proof is a combination of geometric and
Hopf-algebraic ones, which work e®ectively for global and local questions,
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respectively. Our geometric method is represented by Comparison Theorem
5.14, which generalizes in the super context th¶eorµeme de comparaison by De-
mazure and Gabriel [7], I, x1, 4.4. Besides the functorial approach, there is
another approach to supergeometry through geometric superspaces, which
are topological spaces with structure sheaves of superalgebras. Roughly
speaking, the Comparison Theorem tells us that the two approaches are
equivalent at the level of superschemes; it enables us to obtain useful topo-
logical information on superschemes. We emphasize that our proof of the
theorem is not merely a translation of the proof by Demazure and Gabriel,
but give more detailed explanations. As our Hopf-algebraic method the ten-
sor product decomposition of a Hopf superalgebra plays an important role;
see Proposition 8.9 which is reproduced from [13]. This result tells us that
G is moderately related with Gres, and it enables us at some crucial steps
to reduce our argument to the non-super context.
The main body of this paper consists of Sections 8 and 9. Section 8 is
devoted mostly to proving the main theorem above, while Section 9 shows
some further properties of G~=H; the latter contains, besides the corollary
last referred to, Proposition 9.3 which states especially that G~=H, with its
domain restricted to AlgK , turns to coincide with Gres~=Hres. The preced-
ing seven sections and the last, rather independent Section 10 are devoted
to preliminaries for the two main sections. Let us describe brie°y the con-
tents of these eight sections. Section 1 discusses direct limits, which are
used to construct geometric superspaces. Section 2 gives basic results on
super(co)algebras and their super(co)modules. Section 3 summarizes basics
on K-functors and sheaves. In Section 4, we discuss geometric superspaces,
and construct such a space from a K-functor. In Section 5, we formulate
the Comparison Theorem cited above, and prove it. Section 6 discusses the
supergrassmannian, which turns out to be a model of quotient sheaves, and
into which every quotient sheaf G~=H can be embedded; this last key fact
enables us to build a suitable open a±ne covering of G~=H; see Proposition
8.7. In Section 7, we discuss the quotient dur sheaf X~~=G associated to an
a±ne superscheme X on which an a±ne supergroup G acts; with G, H as
before, the discussion will be applied to U~=H, where U is such an a±ne
open supersubscheme of G that is stable under the right multiplication by
H. Theorem 7.1 gives some necessary and su±cient conditions for us to have
that the G-action on X is free, and X~~=G is a±ne. A part of the proof of the
theorem will be postponed until Section 10. The postponed proof uses the
bozonization technique, which is applied to a more general situation (i.e.,
to the braided tensor category of Yetter-Drinfeld modules which generalizes
SModK) than is needed for the sake of its own interest.
1. Direct limits
Let A be a category. For an object A 2 Ob A, denote the functors B 7!
MorA(B;A) and B 7! MorA(A;B); B 2 Ob A; by hA and hA, respectively.
The functors hA and hA are called representable, contravariant and covariant
functors, respectively. Denote the category of covariant functors from A to
Sets by SetsA.
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Lemma 1.1. (Yoneda's Lemma, cf. [12], p.61) For any covariant functor
f : A ! Sets there is an bijection
MorSetsA(h
A; f) '¡! f(A); A 2 Ob A;
functorial in both arguments.
Proof. The bijection is de¯ned by g 7! xg = g(A)(idA) and its inverse by
x 7! gx, where gx(®) = f(®)(x); g 2 MorSetsA(hA; f); x 2 f(A); ® 2
hA(C); C 2 Ob A. ¤
For the contravariant version of the above lemma see [3], Theorem 1.6.
Set f = hB. By Yoneda's Lemma each Á 2 MorA(B;A) de¯nes a mor-
phism of functors hA ! hB that is denoted by h(Á).
Recall the de¯nition of a direct limit. Let f : A ! B be a covariant
functor. A direct limit of f , denoted by lim! f , is an object Z 2 Ob B and a
collection of morphisms fifX : f(X)! ZgX2Ob A such that:
1. For any two objects X;Y 2 Ob A and an arbitrary morphism ® 2
MorA(X;Y ) the diagram
Z
ifX % - ifY
f(X)
f(®)! f(Y )
is commutative.
2. If an object Z 0 and a collection of morphisms fjfX : f(X)! Z 0gX2Ob A
satisfy the above condition, then there is a unique morphism g : Z !
Z 0 such that jfX = gi
f
X ; X 2 Ob A.
We omit the upper index f if it does not lead to confusion.
If lim! f exists, then it is unique up to an isomorphism. One can de¯ne
symmetrically a projective limit limÃ f of a functor f . It is also unique up
to an isomorphism, whenever it exists (cf. [3], Corollary 3.2 and remarks
below).
Finally, if f : A ! B and g : A ! B are covariant functors, then any
morphism of functors h : f ! g induces a morphism lim! h : lim! f ! lim! g,
provided the direct limits exist. To construct it just consider the collection
figAh(A) : f(A)! lim! ggA2Ob A.
Example 1.2. Let f : A ! Sets be a covariant functor. By [3], Proposition
3.4, lim! f exists and equals a quotient set of
F
A2Ob A f(A) by the smallest
equivalence relation that contains all pairs (a; b) such that f(®)(a) = b; a 2
f(A); b 2 f(B) and ® 2 MorA(A;B).
Let ® 2 MorA(A;B) and ¯ 2 MorA(A;C). An object D 2 Ob A with
two morphisms ° 2 MorA(B;D) and ± 2 MorA(C;D) such that ±¯ = °® is
called a compositum of ® and ¯.
Example 1.3. Let FK be a category of ¯eld extensions K µ F whose
morphisms are K-algebra morphisms. For any two morphisms ® : F ! L1
and ¯ : F ! L2 in FK for a compositum of ® and ¯ one can choose a
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compositum of ¯elds L1L2 (over F ) with the canonical inclusions L1 ! L1L2
and L2 ! L1L2.
The proof of the following lemma is an elementary exercise that is left to
the reader.
Lemma 1.4. Let f : A ! Sets be a covariant functor. If arbitrary two
morphisms in A admit a compositum, then:
1. Any two elements a 2 f(A); b 2 f(B) are equivalent i® there is an
object C 2 Ob A and morphisms ® 2 MorA(A;C); ¯ 2 MorA(B;C) such
that f(®)(a) = f(¯)(b);
2. If h is a subfunctor of f , then lim! h is a subset of lim! f ;
3. If h1 and h2 are subfunctors of f , then lim! (h1
T
h2) = lim! h1
T
lim! h2.
If x 2 lim! f , then a subfunctor fx of f is de¯ned by fx(A) = i
¡1
A (x);
this fx(A) can be identi¯ed with x
T
f(A), whenever x is identi¯ed with an
equivalence class. Thus f =
F
x2lim! f
fx, and every fx is an indecomposable
functor.
Let f : A ! Sets be as above. Consider the category Mf whose objects
are pairs (A; x); A 2 Ob A; x 2 f(A) and morphisms (A; x) ! (B; y) are
morphisms Á 2 MorA(A;B) such that f(Á)(x) = y. We have the functor
±f : (Mf )± ! SetsA de¯ned by ±f ((A; x)) = hA; ±f (Á) = h(Á). Here, (Mf )±
denotes the opposite category of Mf .
Lemma 1.5. It holds that lim! ±f = f .
Proof. By Yoneda's Lemma morphisms i(A;x) = gx : hA ! f satisfy the ¯rst
condition of the de¯nition of a direct limit. For a collection of morphisms
i0(A;x) : h
A ! h as in the second condition the morphism g : f ! h is
(uniquely) de¯ned by g(A)(x) = i0(A;x)(idA); A 2 Ob A; x 2 f(A). ¤
Lemma 1.6. (cf. [3], Proposition 3.7) If a covariant functor f : A ! B
has a direct limit, then for any B 2 Ob B we have the natural isomorphism
MorB(lim! f;B) ' limÃ hB ± f .
Let f : A£ B ! Sets be a bifunctor. We have a functor g : A! f(A; ?)
from A to SetsB. Since lim!
A
f(A;B) exists for any B 2 B, we have also a
functor h : B ! lim!
A
f(A;B).
Lemma 1.7. Assume that g = lim!
A
f(A; ?) exists. Then g ' h.
Proof. Since fif(A;?)A (B)gA2Ob A satis¯es the ¯rst condition for lim!
A
f(A;B),
it de¯nes uB : lim!
A
f(A;B) ! g(B) that is functorial in B. Therefore, we
have a morphism u : h ! g. Symmetrically, any collection fif(?;B)A gB2Ob B
de¯nes a morphism jA : f(A; ?) ! h. Moreover, jA0f(®; ?) = jA for all
A;A0 2 Ob A; ® 2 MorA(A;A0). By the universality, there is a morphism
v : g ! h and uv = idg;vu = idh. ¤
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The following lemma is obvious; see Example 1.2.
Lemma 1.8. Let f 2 SetsA and C ! D; lim! f ! D be maps of sets. Then
C £D lim! f ' lim! C £D f , where (C £D f)(A) = C £D f(A); A 2 Ob A.
Lemma 1.9. Let f : A ! B and g : B ! A be two (covariant) functors. If
f is a left adjoint to g and both f and g are full and faithful, then f and g
are equivalences which are quasi-inverses of each other.
Proof. By Proposition 1.13', [3], for any B 2 B there is a natural isomor-
phism B ' fg(B). Proposition 1.19, [3], infers that f is an equivalence.
Let l : B ! A be its quasi-inverse. Proposition 1.16 and Corollary 1.11, [3],
imply that l ' g. ¤
2. Supermodules and supercomodules
A supervector space is a vector space graded by the group Z2 = f0; 1g.
Given such a vector space V , the homogeneous components are denoted by
V0, V1. The degree of a homogeneous element, say v, is denoted by jvj. Let
SModK denote the K-linear abelian category of supervector spaces. This
forms naturally a tensor category with the canonical symmetry
V ­W '¡!W ­ V; v ­ w 7! (¡1)jvjjwjw ­ v;
where V;W 2 SModK . Objects de¯ned in this symmetric tensor category
are called with the adjective `super' attached. For example, a (Hopf) su-
peralgebra is a (Hopf) algebra object in SModK . Superalgebras in any kind,
including Hopf superalgebras, are all assumed to be supercommutative so
that ab = (¡1)jajjbjba, unless otherwise stated. Let SAlgK denote the cate-
gory of (supercommutative) superalgebras.
Given A 2 SAlgK , we let ASMod, SModA denote the category of left and
respectively, right A-supermodules; an object in ASMod, for example, is
precisely a left A-module object in SModK . The two categories just de¯ned
are identi¯ed if we regard each M 2 SModA as an object in ASMod by
de¯ning the left A-action
(2.1) am := (¡1)jajjmjma; a 2 A; m 2M
on the supervector space M . We remark that M thus turns into an (A;A)-
superbimodule.
Proposition 2.1. For A 2 SAlgK , the following are equivalent:
(1) A is left Noetherian as a ring;
(2) A is right Noetherian as a ring;
(3) The superideals in A satisfy the ascending chain condition.
If these conditions are satis¯ed we say that A is Noetherian.
Proof. Obviously, (1)) (3). To prove the converse, assume (3). In ASMod,
construct the direct sum A©A[1] of A and its degree shift A[1]. Then this
direct sum is Noetherian in ASMod. On the other hand, we can make A­Z2
into an object in ASMod by de¯ning
jb­ ij = i; a(b­ i) = ab­ (jaj+ i)
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for a 2 A, b ­ i 2 A ­ Z2. We see that (a; b) 7! a ­ jaj + b ­ jbj gives an
isomorphism A © A[1] '¡! A ­ Z2 in ASMod, which implies that A ­ Z2 is
Noetherian. Therefore we must have (1). Similarly we see (2) , (3). ¤
Recall from [13], Lemma 5.1(1) or [23], p. 721, the following result.
Lemma 2.2. Let A 2 SAlgK and M 2 SModA. The following are equiva-
lent:
(1) M is faithfully °at as a left A-module;
(2) M is faithfully °at as a right A-module;
(3) The functor M­A : ASMod! SModK is faithfully exact.
If these conditions are satis¯ed we say that M is faithfully °at over A, or
that M is a faithfully °at A-module. Recall also that the equivalence above
remains to hold if we remove \faithfully" from all the conditions.
Next, let C be a supercoalgebra. Let SModC , CSMod denote the cate-
gories of right and respectively, left C-supercomodules If C is regarded as
an ordinary coalgebra, we let ModC , CMod denote the categories of right
and respectively, left C-comodules.
Proposition 2.3. Let C be as above. For M 2 SModC , the following are
equivalent:
(1) M is injective as a right C-comodule;
(2) M is an injective object in SModC ;
(3) M is co°at as a right C-comodule in the sense that the cotensor
product functor M¤C : CMod! ModK is exact;
(4) The cotensor product functor M¤C : CSMod! SModK is exact.
A parallel result holds true for every object in CSMod.
Proof. The equivalence (1), (3) is due to Takeuchi [19], Proposition A.2.1.
Note that if N 2 SModC is ¯nite-dimensional over K, the dual vector space
N¤ is naturally an object in CSMod, and we have
(M¤CN¤)i = HomSModC (N;M [i]); i = 0; 1;
where M [0] = M , and M [1] is the degree shift of M . Then a slight modi¯-
cation of the proof of [19], Proposition A.2.1 shows that (4) ) (2).
Obviously, (3) ) (4). The proof will complete if we prove (2) ) (1).
Assume (2). Then the structure morphism M ! M ­ C in SModC splits.
This implies (1), since M ­ C is an injective object in ModC . ¤
3. K-functors
In what follows we use de¯nitions and notations from [23]. Recall that
SAlgK is a category of supercommutative superalgebras over a ¯eld K whose
characteristic is di®erent from 2. The category AlgK of commutative K-
algebras can be regarded as a full subcategory of SAlgK . For simplicity we
denote the functor category SetsSAlgK as
F = SetsSAlgK :
An object in this category is called a K-functor. For A 2 SAlgK , denote the
K-functor hA by SSp A, and call such a K-functor an a±ne superscheme.
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The superalgebra A is called the coordinate superalgebra of X = SSp A, and
is denoted by K[X].
Let I be a superideal of A 2 SAlgK . De¯ne a closed subfunctor V (I) and
an open subfunctor D(I) of SSp A as follows (cf. [23], p.719; see also [10],
Part I, 1.4 { 1.5). For any B 2 SAlgK set
V (I)(B) = fx 2 SSp A(B)jx(I) = 0g
and
D(I)(B) = fx 2 SSp A(B)jx(I)B = Bg:
Since V (I) ' SSp A=I, we call Y = V (I) a closed supersubscheme of SSp A
and I = IY the de¯ning ideal of Y . All standard properties of closed and
open subfunctors of a±ne schemes mentioned in [10], Part I, 1.4-1.5, are
translated to the category of a±ne superschemes per verbatim; see also [23],
Lemma 2.2.
Let X be a K-functor. A subfunctor Y µ X is said to be closed (open)
i® for any morphism f : SSp A ! X in F the pre-image f¡1(Y ) is closed
(respectively, open) in SSp A. These de¯nitions are copied from [10], Part
I, 1.7 and 1.12 (or from [7], I, x1, 3.6 and x2, 4.1). Again the properties
of open and closed subfunctors mentioned in [10], Part I, 1.7, 1.12, can be
translated to the category F per verbatim (see Lemma 9.1 below). We
call such a translation a superization of the corresponding property. Proofs
of superizations that are not di±cult are left to the reader. For example,
let us remark a (super)variant of 1.7(6) from [10], Part I. If Y is an open
subfunctor of X and if ® : A ! A0 is a morphism of superalgebras, then
X(®)¡1(Y (A0)) = Y (A) whenever A0 is a faithfully °at A-supermodule via
®, or A00 is a faithfully °at A0-module via ®0 (cf. Lemma 1.3, [23]).
Given R 2 SAlgK and an R-superalgebra A, we let ¶AR denote the canonical
morphism R ! A. In particular, ¶AA0 denotes the inclusion A0 ,! A from
the even component A0 into A. Let X 2 F . Set
(3.1) Xev(A) = X(¶AA0)(X(A0)); A 2 SAlgK :
Obviously, Xev is a subfunctor of X, and X 7! Xev is an endofunctor of
F preserving inclusions. More precisely, if Y is a subfunctor of X, then
Yev µ Y
T
Xev. Given A 2 SAlgK , we set
(3.2) A := A=AA1 = A0=A21:
This is the largest purely even quotient algebra of A. We see
(SSp A)ev = V (AA1) ' SSp A:
More generally,
V (I)ev = V (I)
\
(SSp A)ev ' V (I +AA1):
Lemma 3.1. The following statements hold:
1. If I is a superideal of A 2 SAlgK , then D(I)ev = D(I)
T
(SSp A)ev;
2. If Y and Y 0 are open subfunctors of a K-functor X, then Y = Y 0 i®
Y (C) = Y 0(C) for any C 2 FK i® Yev = Y 0ev.
Proof. Observe that ® 2 D(I)ev(C) i® there are x1; : : : ; xn 2 I0 and c1; : : : ; cn 2
C0 such that
P
1·i·n ci®(xi) = 1; C 2 SAlgK . The ¯rst statement follows by
Lemma 1.3, [23]. The proof of the ¯rst equivalence in the second statement
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can be copied from 1.7(4), [10], Part I; see also [23], Lemma 1.1. It remains
to notice that Z(C) = Zev(C) for all Z 2 F and C 2 AlgK . ¤
A collection of open subfunctors fYigi2I of a K-functor X is called an
open covering whenever X(A) =
S
i2I Yi(A) for any A 2 FK (cf. [10], Part
I, 1.7).
Let us understand through the natural identi¯cation that the symbol
(SAlgK)±, which denotes the opposite category of SAlgK , represents the
category of a±ne superschemes over K. We de¯ne a Grothendieck topol-
ogy Tloc in (SAlgK)± as follows. A covering in Tloc is de¯ned to be a
collection of ¯nitely many morphisms fSSp Rfi ! SSp Rg1·i·n, where
R 2 SAlgK ; f1; : : : ; fn 2 R0 such that
P
1·i·nR0fi = R0. As is easily seen,
the thus de¯ned coverings satisfy the conditions 1-3 given in [3], p.46, so that
Tloc is indeed a Grothendieck topology. Notice that each SSp Rfi ! SSp R
is an isomorphism onto D(Rfi) and D(Rfi) form an open covering of SSp R.
De¯nition 3.2. 1. A sheaf X on Tloc is called a local functor. By the
de¯nition, X 2 F . Observe that any a±ne superscheme is a local functor
(cf. [10], Part I, 1.8(4)).
2. A local K-functor X is called a superscheme provided X has an open
covering fYigi2I with Yi ' SSp Ai; Ai 2 SAlgK . The full subcategory of all
superschemes in F is denoted by SF .
3. A superscheme X is said to be Noetherian, if it has an open covering
fYigi2I with Yi ' SSp Ai, as above, such that I is ¯nite, and each Ai is
Noetherian; see Proposition 2.1. Observe that an a±ne superscheme SSp A
is Noetherian i® A is Noetherian.
Proposition 3.3. (cf. [10], Part I, 1.8, or [7], I, x1, Proposition 4.13) A
K-functor X is local i® for any K-functor Y and its open covering fYigi2I
the diagram
(¤) MorF (Y;X)!
Y
i2I
MorF (Yi; X)
!
!
Y
i;j2I
MorF (Yi
\
Yj ; X)
is exact.
Proof. The part \if" is by Yoneda's Lemma applied to Y = SSp R and its
open covering fYi = D(Rfi)g1·i·n. Conversely, assume that all diagrams
(*) are exact, provided Y = SSp R and Yi = D(Ji); i 2 I (I is not necessary
¯nite).
Consider two morphisms f ;g : Y ! X such that f 6= g but f jYi = gjYi
for all i 2 I. There is a superalgebra A 2 SAlgK and an element y 2
Y (A) with f(A)(y) 6= g(A)(y). By Yoneda's Lemma y induces a morphism
gy : SSp A ! Y that satis¯es f 0 = fgy 6= g0 = ggy. On the other hand,
fY 0i = g¡1y (Yi)gi2I is an open covering of SSp A and f 0jY 0i = g0jY 0i for all i.
The contradiction implies that the map on the left is injective.
Suppose that (fi)i2I belongs to the kernel of the maps on the right. Let
P be a set consisting of pairs (T;g), where T is a subfunctor of Y that
contains each Yi and g 2 MorF (T;X) satis¯es gjYi = fi; i 2 I. The set P
is not empty and it is partially ordered by (T;g) · (T 0;g0) i® T µ T 0 and
g0jT = g. By Zorn's Lemma P contains a maximal element (T;g). Assume
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that T 6= Y . There exists A 2 SAlgK and y 2 Y (A) n T (A). As above,
y induces the morphism gy : SSp A ! Y . By assumption, there exists a
unique morphism u : SSp A! X that is de¯ned by ujg¡1y (Yi) = figy; i 2 I.
It follows that ujg¡1y (T ) = ggyjg¡1y (T ). De¯ne a pair (T 0;g0) > (T;g) as
follows. For a superalgebra B 2 SAlgK set
T 0(B) = T (B)
[
fY (®)(y)j® 2 SSp A(B)g = T (B)
[
ffy(®)j® 2 SSp A(B)g:
The morphism g0 is de¯ned by g0(B)jT (B) = g(B) and g0(B)(gy(®)) =
u(B)(®). It can be easily checked that T 0 is a subfunctor of Y , T µ T 0; T 6=
T 0 and g0 is correctly de¯ned.
It remains to consider a diagram with Y = SSp R and Yi = D(Ji); i 2 I.
Replace fYi = D(Ji)gi2I by the open covering fD(Rf)gf2(Ji)0;i2I . Observe
that any open covering of Y = SSp R contains a ¯nite subcovering. In
particular, for any ¯nite subset S µ f(f; i)jf 2 (Ji)0; i 2 Ig such that
fD(Rf)g(f;i)2S is an open covering of Y there is a unique morphism fS :
Y ! X such that fS jD(Rf) = fijD(Rf); (f; i) 2 S. In particular, S µ S0
implies fS = fS0 and by the above injectivity, fS jD(Ji) = fijD(Ji) for each
i 2 I. Thus f = fS is the required pre-image of (fi)i2I . ¤
Superizing [10], Part I, 1.9 (2)) and 1.12 (4, 5, 6), we see that an open or
closed subfunctor Y of a local K-functor X (respectively, of a superscheme
X) is again local (a superscheme).
Lemma 3.4. Let f : X ! Y be a morphism of local functors, and let fYigi2I
be an open covering of Y . Then f is an isomorphism i® each f jf¡1(Yi) is.
Proof. The part \if" is obvious. By Yoneda's Lemma one has to show that
the map MorF (SSp A;X)! MorF (SSp A; Y ), induced by f , is a bijection
for any A 2 SAlgK . It easily follows by Proposition 3.3. We leave details to
the reader. ¤
To describe open a±ne supersubschemes of an a±ne superscheme SSp A,
let Á : A ! B be a morphism in SAlgK ; it induces the morphism of super-
schemes SSp Á : SSp B ! SSp A.
Lemma 3.5. SSp Á is an isomorphism of SSp B onto an open subfunctor
of SSp A i® the following conditions hold:
(1) There are elements x1; : : : ; xt 2 A0 such that
P
1·i·tB0Á(xi) = B0.
(2) The induced morphisms Axi ! BÁ(xi) are isomorphisms.
Proof. If SSp Á is an isomorphism of SSp B onto D(I) µ SSp A, then Á 2
D(I)(B). In other words, there are x1; : : : ; xt 2 I0 such that
P
1·i·tB0Á(xi) =
B0. We have (SSp Á)¡1(D(Ax)) = D(BÁ(x)); x 2 A0. Since D(Ax) µ D(I)
whenever x 2 I0, SSp Á induces the isomorphism SSp BÁ(x) ! SSp Ax.
Conversely, assume that conditions (1) and (2) hold. It is clear that SSp Á
induces a morphism SSp B ! D(I); I = P1·i·tAxi. It remains to no-
tice that D(Axi) and D(BÁ(xi)) form open coverings of D(I) and SSp B
respectively. Moreover, SSp Á induces an isomorphism D(BÁ(xi)) onto
D(Axi); 1 · i · t. Lemma 3.4 concludes the proof. ¤
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Let us de¯ne a Grothendieck topology Tfppf of fppf coverings in (SAlgK)±.
A covering in Tfppf is de¯ned to be a collection of ¯nitely many mor-
phisms fSSp Ri ! SSp Rg1·i·n, where each Ri is a ¯nitely presented
R-superalgebra and R1 £ : : :£Rn is a faithfully °at R-module. A sheaf on
Tfppf is called a K-sheaf (or faisceau in the terminology from [7], III, x1).
Proposition 3.6. For any X 2 F there are a K-sheaf ~X, called shea¯¯-
cation of X, and a morphism p : X ! ~X such that for any K-sheaf Y the
canonical map Mor( ~X;Y )! Mor(X;Y ) induced by p is a bijection.
This proposition is a special case of more general statement about shea¯-
¯cations of functors on sites; see [21], Theorem 2.64.
De¯nition 3.7. For R;R0 2 SAlgK , we write R · R0 or R0 ¸ R, if R0 is
a fppf covering of R. A K-functor X is called suitable if it commutes with
¯nite direct products of superalgebras, and if given R · R0, the induced map
X(R)! X(R0) is injective.
Remark 3.8. (cf. [23], pp.721-722, or [10], Part I, 5.4) If X is suitable,
then for any A 2 SAlgK
~X(A) = lim! X(B;A); X(B;A) = Ker(X(B)
!
! X(B ­A B));
where B runs over all fppf coverings of A. Besides, p : X ! ~X is an injection.
For example, if X is a subfunctor of a K-sheaf Y that commutes with ¯nite
direct products of superalgebras, then for each R 2 SAlgK ,
~X(R) = fy 2 Y (R)jthere is R0 ¸ R such that Y (¶R0R )(y) 2 X(R0)g
Let G be a group K-sheaf, and let X be a suitable K-functor on which G
acts on the right. Assume thatG acts onX freely, so that for any R 2 SAlgK ,
the group G(R) acts freely on X(R). The functor A 7! X(A)=G(A); A 2
SAlgK ; is called the naive quotient of X over G, and is denoted by (X=G)(n).
As in [10], Part I, 5.5, one can check that (X=G)(n) is a suitable K-functor.
Its shea¯¯cation is called the quotient K-sheaf of X over G, and is denoted
by X~=G. By Remark 3.8, we have (X=G)(n) µ X~=G (cf. [23], pp. 725-726).
Symmetrically one can de¯ne a quotient K-sheaf of X over G, provided G
acts freely on X on the left.
By an algebraic supergroup we always mean an algebraic a±ne super-
group. Let G be such a supergroup. Thus, G = SSp K[G], where K[G] is a
Hopf superalgebra that is ¯nitely generated as an algebra. Let H be a closed
supersubgroup of G, that is H = V (IH), where IH is a Hopf superideal of
K[G]. Since H acts freely on G on the right one can de¯ne the quotient
K-sheaf G~=H.
Another Grothendieck topology that is, however, less concerned with in
this paper is the Grothendieck topology Tff of faithfully °at coverings in
(SAlgK)±, which associates to SSp R, collections of ¯nitely many morphisms
fSSp Ri ! SSp Rg1·i·n such thatR1£: : :£Rn is a faithfully °atR-module.
A sheaf on Tff is called a dur K-sheaf. Since Tfppf µ Tff , a dur K-sheaf
is necessarily a K-sheaf. In parallel to Proposition 3.6, it is known that for
any X 2 F , there exist uniquely a dur K-sheaf ~~X together with a morphism
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X ! ~~X which have the obvious universal property. This ~~X is called the dur
shea¯¯cation of X. The dur shea¯¯cation of the naive quotient (X=G)(n) as
de¯ned above is denoted by X~~=G.
Remark 3.9. By Lemma 1.2 (ii), [23], Tloc µ Tfppf and Tloc µ Tff as well.
Thus any K-sheaf (or dur K-sheaf) is a local K-functor.
4. Geometric superspaces
A geometric superspace X consists of a topological space Xe and a sheaf
of commutative superalgebras OX such that all stalks Ox; x 2 Xe, are
local superalgebras; see below. A morphism of superspaces f : X ! Y is a
pair (fe; f¤), where fe : Xe ! Y e is a morphism of topological spaces and
f¤ : OY ! fe¤OX is a morphism of sheaves such that f¤x : OY;f(x) ! OX;x
is a local morphism for any x 2 Xe. We let V denote the category of
superspaces.
Let A 2 SAlgK . By a prime (resp., maximal) superideal of A, we mean
a super ideal of the form p0 © A1, where p0 is a prime (resp., maximal)
ideal of A0. A prime super ideal is characterized as a two-sided ideal p of
A such that A=p is an integral domain. A maximal superideal is the same
as a maximal left (or right) ideal of A. It follows that the Jacobson radical
radA of A equals radA0 ©A1; see [23], Lemma 1.1. A superalgebra with a
unique maximal superideal is said to be local. We de¯ne the localization Ap
of A at a prime superideal p = p0©A1 by Ap = (A0 n p0)¡1A; this is a local
superalgebra. A morphism ® : A ! B between local superalgebras is said
to be local if ®(m) µ n, where m and n are the unique maximal superideals
of A and B, respectively.
We de¯ne an a±ne superspace SSpec A as follows. The underlying topo-
logical space of SSpec A coincides with the prime spectrum (that is, the
set of all primes) of A endowed with the Zariski topology. In other words,
U µ (SSpec A)e is open i® there is a superideal I in A such that U = U(I) =
fp 2 (SSpec A)ejI 6µ pg. For any open subset U µ (SSpec A)e the superal-
gebraOSSpec A(U) consists of all locally constant functions h : U !
F
p2U Ap
such that h(p) 2 Ap, p 2 U .
A superspace X is called a geometric superscheme i® there is an open
covering Xe =
S
i2I Ui such that (Ui;OX jUi) ' SSpec Ai; Ai 2 SAlgK ; i 2 I.
We let SV denote the full subcategory of all geometric superschemes in the
category V of superspaces.
Lemma 4.1. ([7], I, x1, Theorem 2.1) There is a canonical bijection
MorV(X;SSpec A) ' HomSAlgK (A;OX(X));
which is functorial in both arguments.
Proof. A morphism f : X ! SSpec A induces Á(f) = f¤(X) : A =
OSSpec A(SSpec A)! OX(X). Conversely, let Á : A! OX(X) be a super-
algebra morphism. Let Áx denote the composite of Á with the canonical eval-
uation morphism OX(X) ! Ox; x 2 X. De¯ne fe(Á) : Xe ! (SSpec A)e
by fe(Á)(x) = Á¡1(mx), where x 2 X and mx is the maximal superideal of
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the local superalgebra Ox. The corresponding morphism of sheaves f(Á)¤
can be de¯ned locally. If fe(Á)(x) = p, then f(Á)¤(ab ) =
Á(a)
Á(b) ;
a
b 2 Ap. ¤
Set X = SSpec B in Lemma 4.1. Then MorV(SSpec B; SSpec A) '
HomSAlgK (A;B). A morphism induced by Á 2 HomSAlgK (A;B) is denoted
by SSpec Á.
Let X be a geometric superspace, and suppose f 2 OX(Xe)0. De¯ne a
subset Xef as follows. A point x 2 Xe belongs to Xef i® f is an invertible
element in Ox. For example, if X = SSpec A, then Xf = U(Af).
Lemma 4.2. The following statements hold:
1. If g : X ! Y is a morphism of geometric superspaces and h 2 OY (Y e),
then g¡1(Y eh ) = X
e
g¤(h).
2. If X is a geometric superscheme, then Xef is open for any f 2 OX(Xe).
In particular, OX(Xef ) ' OX(Xe)f .
Proof. The ¯rst statement is obvious. If U ' SSpec R is an open subspace
of X, then one can apply the ¯rst statement for the inclusion U ! X. ¤
From now on we denote the open subspace (Xef ;OX jXef ) by Xf .
Lemma 4.3. The categories V and F are closed with respect to direct sums
and cokernels of morphisms. In particular, any (covariant) functor from a
small category to V (respectively, to F) has a direct limit.
Proof. The second statement follows by Proposition 3.4, [3]. The proof of
the ¯rst statement for V can be copied from [7], I, x1, Proposition 1.6. Since
the category Sets is closed with respect to direct products and cokernels of
morphisms (cf. [3]), the ¯rst statement for F follows. ¤
5. Comparison Theorem
Let X 2 F . Recall from Section 1 the de¯nition of the category MX .
De¯ne the functor dX : (MX)± ! V by dX(R; x) = SSpec R; dX(Á) =
SSpec Á. By Lemma 4.3 jXj = lim! dX exists and belongs to V. The geo-
metric superspace jXj is called a geometric realization of X (cf. [7], I, x1,
4.2). Besides, X 7! jXj is a functor from F to V. If f : X ! Y is a
morphism in F , then jf j : jXj ! jY j is (uniquely) de¯ned by the collection
of morphisms fiR;f(R)(x)g(R;x)2MX . For the sake of simplicity the canonical
morphisms i(R;x) : dX(R; x)! jXj are denoted just by ix.
Example 5.1. SSpec A ' jSSp Aj. Indeed, the collection of morphisms
SSpec Á : SSpec R! SSpec A; Á 2 SSp A(R); satis¯es the ¯rst condition.
For any other collection i0Á : SSpec R ! X as in the second condition,
set g = i0idA . Moreover, Yoneda's Lemma implies that jgxj = ix for any
x 2 X(A).
De¯ne a functor V ! F ; X 7! X¦, whereX¦(R) = MorV(SSpec R;X); R 2
SAlgK . In other words, X¦ is a restriction of hX on the full subcategory of
a±ne superspaces (functor of points in the terminology of [5]). Notice that
(SSpec A)¦ = SSp A by Lemma 4.1.
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Lemma 5.2. The following statements hold:
1. For any X 2 V and its open supersubspace U , U¦ is an open subfunctor
of X¦;
2. If fUigi2I is an open covering of X, then fU¦i gi2I is an open covering
of X¦;
3. (SSpec A)¦ and (SSpec Á)¦ are identi¯ed with SSp A and SSp Á
respectively, where Á : A! B;
4. If I is a superideal in A, then U(I)¦ = D(I).
Proof. Assume that x 2 X¦(R) de¯nes a morphism gx : SSp R ! X¦. We
have x¡1(U) = U(I) for a superideal I in R. Observe that Á 2 SSp R(B)
belongs to g¡1x (U¦)(B) i® for any p 2 (SSpec B)e I 6µ Á¡1(p). Thus
g¡1x (U¦) = D(I). The last statements are left for the reader. ¤
Proposition 5.3. ([7], I, x1, Proposition 4.1) The functor X 7! jXj is a
left adjoint to Y 7! Y ¦.
Proof. Let f 2 MorV(jXj; Y ). De¯ne f : X ! Y ¦ by f(R)(x) = fix; x 2
X(R). By a routine veri¯cation f is a morphism of functors. Moreover,
f 7! f depend of both X and Y functorially. Since lim! ±X = X and all
diagrams
MorV(jXj; Y ) ! MorF (X;Y ¦)
hY (ix) # # hY ¦(gx)
MorV(SSpec R; Y ) ! MorF (SSp R; Y ¦)
are commutative, where the bottom arrows are identical maps, the proof
follows then by applying Lemma 1.6. ¤
Let A 2 SAlgK ; B 2 FK ; see Example 1.3 for the de¯nition of FK . In
what follows, SSp A(B) is considered as a topological space whose open
subsets are D(I)(B), where I runs over all superideals of A; see [10], Part
I, 1.4(5) and 1.5(8).
Example 5.4. ([7], I, x1, 4.8) One sees that f = SSp AjFK is a functor from
FK to the category of topological spaces. Note that lim! f and (SSpec A)
e
are identi¯ed as topological spaces. By combining Lemma 1.4 with Example
1.3, we see that a 2 f(B); b 2 f(C) are equivalent i® Ker a = Ker b = p 2
(SSpec A)e. Thus, lim! f and (SSpec A)
e are identi¯ed as sets. A subset
V µ lim! f is open i® i
¡1
B (V ) is open in SSp A(B) for any B 2 FK (see
Remark 5.8 below). If V µ lim! f is open, then V = U(I), where I = IC
and C is a compositum of the ¯elds Q(A=p); p 2 (SSpec A)e. Conversely, if
V = U(I), then i¡1B (V ) = D(IB)(B). Here IB is generated by I n p, where
p 2 U(I) and the ¯eld of fractions Q(A=p) is isomorphic to a sub¯eld of B.
The following lemma is a re¯nement of [7], I, x1, 4.9.
Lemma 5.5. For any X 2 F the topological space jXje is naturally isomor-
phic to lim! XjFK .
Proof. We have
jXje = lim!
R;x
(SSpec R)e ' lim!
R;x
lim!
B2FK
(SSp R)(B) '
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' lim!
B2FK
lim!
R;x
(SSp R)(B) ' lim!
B2FK
X(B) ' lim! XjFK :
By Example 5.4 each X(B) has a structure of a topological space as follows.
A subset V µ X(B) is open i® for any pair (R; x) 2MX there is a superideal
Ix in R such that gx(B)¡1(V ) = D(Ix)(B). In its turn, U µ lim! XjFK is
open i® i¡1B (U) is open in X(B) for any B 2 FK . ¤
If f : X ! Y is a morphism in F , then by Lemma 5.5 jf je is identi¯ed
with lim! f jFK .
For a subset P µ jXje de¯ne a subfunctorXP ofX by x 2 XP (A) µ X(A)
i® X(Á)(x) 2 St2P (XjFK )t(B) = i¡1B (P ) for all B 2 FK ; Á 2 SSp A(B). As
in [7], I, x1, 4.10, we have XP jFK =
F
t2P (XjFK )t and lim! XP jFK = P .
For any morphism of K-functors f : X ! Y and a subset P µ jY je set
Q = (jf je)¡1(P ). Then XQ = f¡1(YP ) (just observe that f takes (XjFK )t to
(Y jFK )jf je(t); t 2 jXje).
Example 5.6. ([7], I, x1, 4.11) Let X = (Xe;OX) be a geometric super-
space. Set G = X¦jFK . We have
G(A) = MorV(SSpec A;X) =
G
x2Xe
HomFK (F (x); A);
where A 2 FK ; F (x) = OX;x=mx. In other words, jX¦je is identi¯ed with
Xe as a set and for any x 2 Xe we have Gx = hF (x).
Let P µ Xe; X 2 V. Consider P = P e as a topological space with the
induced topology and denote the natural embedding P e ! Xe by ie. Set
~P = (P e;OP ), where OP = (ie)¡1OX is the inverse image of OX ; see [9],
II, x1. ~P is a geometric superspace and we have the natural morphism
of superspaces ~i = (ie; i¤) : ~P ! X that induces isomorphisms OX;t '
OP;t; t 2 P . Observe that any morphism of superspaces f : Y ! X such
that fe(Y e) µ P = P e (uniquely) factors through ~i : ~P ! X. In particular,
the natural map MorV(Y; ~P )! MorV(Y;X) is injective.
We de¯ne the subfunctor X¦P µ X¦ as above. By Example 5.6, X¦P (A) =
fx 2 MorV(SSpec A;X)jx(SSpec A) µ P eg = ~P ¦(A); A 2 SAlgK . By
Lemma 5.2 (i) X¦P is an open subfunctor, provided P
e is an open subset.
Example 5.7. ([7], I, x1, 4.11) A subset P µ (SSpec A)e = jSSp Aje is open
i® (SSp A)P is an open subfunctor. The part \if" follows by (SSp A)P =
(SSpec A)¦P . If (SSp A)P = D(I) for a superideal I in A, then
D(I)(B) =
G
p2P
HomFK (Q(A=p); B)
for any ¯eld B. Thus P = U(I).
Remark 5.8. Let X 2 F . Then P µ jXje is open i® for any (R; x) 2 MX
the pre-image (iex)
¡1(P ) is open in (SSpec R)e. In fact, re¯ne the topology
on jXje as follows. A subset Q µ jXje is claimed to be open i® (iex)¡1(Q) is
open in (SSpec R)e for any (R; x) 2 MX . The set jXje equipped with this
topology is denoted by Xe. We have the morphism Y = (Y e;OY ) ! jXj,
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where OY is a shea¯¯cation of the pre-sheaf OjXj on Y e. Moreover, each ix
can be extended to a morphism i0x : SSpec R! Y so that the diagrams
Y ! jXj
i0x - % ix
SSpec R
and
Y
i0x % - i0y
SSpec R ! SSpec S
are commutative. Thus Y ' jXj as geometric superspaces. In particular,
Y e = jXje as topological spaces.
Given X 2 F , let Op(X); Op(jXje) denote the set of all open subfunctors
of X, and the set of all open subset of Op(jXje), respectively.
Proposition 5.9. ([7], I, x1, Proposition 4.12) Let X 2 F . Then the map
Op(jXje)! Op(X)
given by P 7! XP is a bijection.
Proof. By Remark 5.8 P µ jXje is open i®Q = (iex)¡1(P ) is open in SSpec R
for any R 2 SAlgK ; x 2 X(R). By Examples 5.1 and 5.7, all Q are open i®
all (SSp R)Q = g¡1x (XP ) are open i® XP is open. Since lim! XP jFK = P the
map P 7! XP is injective.
If Y 2 Op(X), then the set FB2FK Y (B) is saturated with respect to
the equivalence relation de¯ning lim! XjFK (by superization of [10], Part I,
1.7(6)). Set P = lim! Y jFK . It follows that XP (A) consists of all x 2 X(A)
such that for any Á : A! B;B 2 FK ; X(Á)(x) 2 Y (B). In other words, for
the morphism gx : SSp A! X and for the open subfunctor D(I) = f¡1x (Y )
any prime superideal p 2 (SSpec A)e does not contain I. It immediately
infers that I = A and x 2 Y (A), that is XP = Y . ¤
Lemma 5.10. The functor X ! X¦ induces a full and faithful functor from
SV to SF .
Proof. We have the diagram
MorSV(X;Y ) !
Q
j2J MorSV(Xj ; Y )
!
!
Q
j;j02J MorSV(Xj \Xj0 ; Y )
# # #
MorSF (X¦; Y ¦) !
Q
j2J MorSF (X
¦
j ; Y
¦) !!
Q
j;j02J MorSF (X
¦
j \X¦j0 ; Y ¦)
;
where fXjgj2J is an open a±ne covering of X. Since horizontal lines are
exact sequences, it remains to consider the case X ' U(I) µ SSpec A.
In its turn, U(I) has an a±ne covering fU(Af) ' SSpec Afgf2I0 and
U(Af)
T
U(Ag) = U(Afg). In other words, the case X = SSpec A is
only needed and we see that MorSV(X;Y ) = Y ¦(A) = MorSF (X¦; Y ¦).
Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 5.2 imply X¦ 2 SF whenever X 2 SV. ¤
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The mjn-a±ne superspace Amjn is de¯ned by Amjn(B) = Bm0
L
Bn1 for
B 2 SAlgK ; cf. [23], p.719. For any K-functor X, we denote MorF (X;A1j1)
by O(X), following the notation of [7]; this is denoted by K[X] in [10].
O(X) has an obvious structure of a superalgebra; see [7], I, x1, 3.3, or [10],
Part I, 1.3.
Remark 5.11. Let X = SSp R and D(Rf) is an open subfunctor of X.
Then O(D(Rf)) ' Rf ' OSSpec R(U(Rf)).
Proposition 5.12. Let X 2 F . The sheaf OjXj is naturally isomorphic to
P 7! O(XP ), where P runs over open subsets of jXje.
Proof. If P is a union of open subsets Pi; i 2 I, then for any B 2 FK
XP (B) = i¡1B (P ) =
S
i2I i
¡1
B (Pi) =
S
i2I XPi(B). Since A
1j1 is an a±ne su-
perscheme, Proposition 3.3 implies that P 7! O(XP ) is a sheaf. By Remark
5.11 the statement holds for X = SSp R.
For each pair (R; x) 2 MX denote i¡1x (P ) µ (SSpec R)e by VR;x. We
omit the subindex (R; x) if it does not lead to any confusion. Observe that
(SSp R)V = g¡1x (XP ); see the ¯nal notice in Example 5.1 and the notice
before Example 5.6.
By Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 we have
XP (A) ' XP (A)£X(A) X(A) = XP (A)£X(A) (lim! ±X)(A)
' XP (A)£X(A) lim!
R;x
SSp R(A) ' lim!
R;x
XP (A)£X(A) SSp R(A)
' lim!
R;x
(SSp R)V (A) ' (lim!
R;x
(SSp R)V )(A)
for any A 2 SAlgK . Thus XP ' lim!
R;x
(SSp R)V . It remains to mimic the
proof of [7], I, x1, Proposition 4.14. ¤
Proposition 5.12 infers that the functor X 7! jXj induces the functor
SF ! SV which takes open subfunctors to open subspaces.
Lemma 5.13. The above functor SF ! SV is full and faithful.
Proof. Let X;Y 2 SF . If fXigi2I is an open a±ne covering of X, then
jXij form an open a±ne covering of X. As in Lemma 5.10, we have a
commutative diagram with exact horizontal lines:
MorSF (X;Y ) !
Q
i2I MorSF (Xi; Y )
!
!
Q
i;i02I MorSF (Xi \Xi0 ; Y )
# # #
MorSV(jXj; jY j) !
Q
i2I MorSV(jXij; jY j)
!
!
Q
i;i02I MorSV(jXij \ jXi0 j; jY j)
that shows that one has to consider the case X = SSp R only. Suppose that
f ;g 2 MorSF (SSp R; Y ) satisfy jf j = jgj. Fix an open a±ne covering fYigi2I
of Y . Since (jf je)¡1(jYij) = (jgje)¡1(jYij), it infers f¡1(Yi) = g¡1(Yi). In
particular, one can assume that Y = SSp S. Thus Yoneda's Lemma and
Lemma 4.1 imply f = g. Finally, consider f 2 MorSV(SSpec R; jY j). The
above diagram applied to the open a±ne covering f(SSp R)Qigi2I ; Qi =
(fe)¡1(jYij), reduces the general case to Y = SSp S. ¤
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The following theorem, which we call the Comparison Theorem, is a su-
perization of th¶eorµeme de comparaison, [7], I, x1, 4.4.
Theorem 5.14. The functors X 7! jXj and Y 7! Y ¦ de¯ne equivalences of
the categories SF and SV which are quasi-inverses of each other.
Proof. Combine Lemma 1.9 and Proposition 5.3 with Lemmas 5.10 and 5.13.
¤
Proposition 5.15. Any superscheme is a dur K-sheaf (and K-sheaf as
well).
Proof. Let X 2 SF . By Comparison Theorem, there is Y 2 SV such that
X ' Y ¦. It is enough to check that Y ¦ satis¯es the following conditions (cf.
[7], p.285, or [23], p.721).
1. For a ¯nite family of superalgebras fAigi2I one has Y ¦(
Q
i2I Ai) 'Q
i2I Y
¦(Ai).
2. If B is an A-superalgebra that is a faithfully °at A-module, then the
diagram
Y ¦(A)! Y ¦(B) !! Y
¦(B ­A B)
is exact.
Since SSpec
Q
i2I Ai is isomorphic to a direct sum of superschemes SSpec Ai,
the ¯rst condition holds. The second condition holds whenever SSpec B !
SSpec A is a surjective morphism and it is the cokernel of SSpec B ­A
B
!
! SSpec B (in the category SV). If p 2 (SSpec A)
e, then Bp
T
A = p
(cf. [1], I, x3, Proposition 9) and the multiplicative set S = A n p does
not meet Bp. There is a q 2 (SSpec B)e such that qTS = ; and there-
fore, q
T
A = p. In other words, (SSpec ¶BA)
e is surjective. Since for any p 2
jSSpec Aj the morphism of stalks (SSpec ¶BA)p is injective, SSpec ¶BA is surjec-
tive. Finally, SSp B­AB ' SSp B£SSp ASSp B in the category F . Com-
parison Theorem infers that SSpec B ­A B ' SSpec B £SSpec A SSpec B
in the category SV. ¤
6. Supergrassmannian
Let V be a supervector space of superdimension mjn, that is dimV0 =
m;dimV1 = n. Denote mjn by s dimV .
A general linear supergroup GL(V ), that is denoted also by GL(mjn), is a
group K-functor such that for any A 2 SAlgK the group GL(V )(A) consists
of all even and A-linear automorphisms of V ­A. The A-supermodule V ­A
is a free A-supermodule Amjn of superrank mjn. The group GL(V )(A) acts
freely and transitively on the bases of Amjn as a free supermodule.
A projective object in the category of (left or right) A-supermodules is
called a projective A-supermodule. By [13], Lemma 5.1, an A-supermodule
P is projective i® it is projective as an A-module.
If A is a local superalgebra, and if P is a ¯nitely generated projective A-
supermodule, then P is free. Indeed, let m be the unique maximal superideal
of A. Notice that m = radA is the Jacobson radical of A; see the second
paragraph of Section 4. By choosing homogeneous elements in P which
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project onto homogeneous basis elements in the supervector space P=mP
over the ¯eld A=m, we de¯ne such a morphism Asjt ! P of supermodules
that induces an isomorphism Asjt=mAsjt ! P=mP , where sjt = s dim P=mP .
Nakayama's Lemma proves that this morphism is an epimorphism, and is
indeed an isomorphism since it splits by the projectivity of P ; see [11],
Theorem 9.2.1(d).
We say that a projective A-supermodule P has a superrankmjn, whenever
P is ¯nitely generated and for any p 2 (SSpec A)e its localization Pp is a
free Ap-supermodule of superrank mjn.
De¯ne nil A =
p
0 © A1, the nilradical of A; this equals the intersectionT
p of all p 2 (SSpecA)e.
Lemma 6.1. A ¯nitely generated A-supermodule P is projective of super-
rank mjn i® P=(nil A)P is a projective A=nil A-supermodule of superrank
mjn.
Proof. We have a canonical isomorphism Pp=(nil A)pPp ' (P=(nil A)P )p,
where p = p=nil A; p 2 (SSpec A)e. Since (nil A)p µ nil Ap µ pAp, the
same arguments as above conclude the proof. ¤
Proposition 6.2. (see also [5], Appendix) The following statements for a
¯nitely generated A-supermodule P are equivalent:
(1) P is projective of superrank mjn;
(2) Pp is a free Ap-supermodule of superrank mjn for any maximal su-
perideal p of A;
(3) For any maximal superideal p of A, there is f 2 A0 n p0 such that
Pf is a free Af -supermodule of rank mjn;
(4) There are elements f1; : : : ; ft 2 A0 such that
P
1·i·tA0fi = A0, and
for any i, Pfi is a free Afi-supermodule of superrank mjn.
Proof. The statements (3) and (4) are equivalent to the statement that the
set
E = ff 2 A0jPf is a free Af ¡ supermodule of superrank mjng
generates A0 as an ideal, or equivalently, E is not contained in any maximal
superideal of A (cf. [23], Lemma 1.1). Lemma 6.1, the isomorphism from
this lemma and [1], II, x5, Theorem 2 as well, infer that the statements
(1) and (2) are equivalent to each other. Finally, we have a canonical iso-
morphism Pf=(nil A)fPf ' (P=(nil A)P )f , where f is a residue class of f
in A=nil A; f 2 A0. Observe that (nil A)f µ nil Af . Again by [1], II, x5,
Theorem 2, the statements 2 and 3 are equivalent to each other. ¤
Fix non-negative integers s; r such that s · m; r · n. De¯ne a K-functor
Gr(sjr;mjn)(A) = fM jM is a direct summand of Amjn of superrank sjrg;
where A 2 SAlgK . If M 2 Gr(sjr;mjn)(A), then for any superalgebra
morphism Á : A! B de¯ne
Gr(sjr;mjn)(Á)(M) =M ­A B µ Amjn ­A B = Bmjn:
Since (M ­A B)p ' Mq ­Aq Bp; q = Á¡1(p); p 2 (SSpecB)e (see Lemma
1.4, [24]), M ­A B has superrank sjr. To simplify our notations we denote
Gr(sjr;mjn) by Gr, if it does not lead to confusion.
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Lemma 6.3. Let A! B be a local morphism of local superalgebras, and let
M be a ¯nitely generated (right) A-module. If M 6= 0, then M ­A B 6= 0.
Proof. The induced morphism A ! B is also local. Besides, we have an
epimorphism M ­A B ! M=M(nil A) ­A B. By Nakayama's Lemma
M=M(nil A) 6= 0 and our statement follows by [1], II, x4, Lemma 4. ¤
Lemma 6.4. Let M be a ¯nitely generated R-supermodule, and let A be an
R-superalgebra. Then M ­R A = 0 i® ¶AR(I)A = A, where I = AnnR(M).
Proof. The part \if" is obvious. By Lemma 1.2 (i), [23], Rp is a °at R-
module for any p 2 (SSpecR)e. Therefore, Propositions 16 and 17 from [1],
II, x4, can be superized per verbatim. We have
Supp(M) = fp 2 (SSpec R)ejMp 6= 0g = fp 2 (SSpec R)ejI µ pg:
Assume that ¶AR(I)A 6= A and q is a maximal superideal of A that contains
¶AR(I). By Lemma 1.4, [24], M­RA = 0 impliesMp­Rp ¶AR(R0 np0)¡1A = 0,
and moreover, Mp ­Rp Aq = 0, where p = (¶AR)¡1(q) 2 (SSpec R)e. Lemma
6.3 implies Mp = 0, a contradiction. ¤
Let R 2 SAlgK . Recall from the remark just above Proposition 2.1 that
we have the canonical identi¯cation RSMod = SModR, and every object in
these categories naturally turns into an (R;R)-superbimodule. Let B be an
R-superalgebra. We see that if M 2 RSMod, then b­m 7! (¡1)jbjjmjm­ b
gives an isomorphism
(6.1) B ­R M 'M ­R B
in BSMod = SModB.
Lemma 6.5. Let R, B be as above, and assume that B is °at as an R-
module. Let M;N 2 RSMod, and assume that M is ¯nitely presented as a
right R-module.
1. There is a natural K-linear morphism,
Hom
RMod(M;N)­R B '¡! HomModB (M ­R B;N ­R B):
2. Assume M ½ N , and that B is a faithfully °at R-module. If M ­R B
is a direct summand of N ­R B in SModB, then M is a direct summand of
N in RSMod.
Proof. 1. The desired isomorphism is obtained as the composite of isomor-
phisms,
Hom
RMod(M;N)­R B ' HomRMod(M;N ­R B)
' Hom
BMod(B ­R M;N ­R B) ' HomModB (M ­R B;N ­R B):
The assumptions are used only for the ¯rst canonical isomorphism, for which
N is regarded merely as an (R;R)-bimodule. The last isomorphism is in-
duced from the isomorphism (6.1).
2. Present Z2 = hg j g2 = 1i as a multiplicative group generated by g.
Recall that every supervector space V is identi¯ed with the module over the
group algebra KZ2 in which g acts on homogeneous elements v 2 V by
(6.2) v 7! (¡1)jvjv:
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In the general situation without assuming M ½ N , let the group Z2 act
on Hom
RMod(M;N) by conjugation; explicitly, the g-conjugation
g' of ' is
de¯ned by g'(m) = g'(gm). Then the Hom space turns into a supervector
space with respect to the parity which corresponds, as recalled above, to
the Z2 action just de¯ned. Given an R-linear map ' : M ! N , its even
part is given by '0 = (1=2)(' + g'). It follows that '0 is in RSMod, and
('Ã)0 = '0 Ã for any Ã : L!M in RSMod.
Let us be in the assumed situation. It follows from Part 1 above that
the restriction morphism Hom
RMod(N;M)! HomRMod(M;M) is surjective,
since it is so with ­RB applied. Therefore we have an R-linear retraction
Á : N ! M . The argument in the preceding paragraph shows that Á0 is a
retraction in RSMod. ¤
Lemma 6.6. Gr is a local K-functor.
Proof. LetR 2 SAlgK , and suppose that f1; : : : ; ft 2 R0 satisfy
P
1·i·tR0fi =
R0. Fix a collection fMi 2 Gr(Rfi)g1·i·t such that for any i 6= j, the
canonical images of (Mi)fj and (Mj)fi in R
mjn
fifj
coincide. For the canoni-
cal morphism of R-supermodules Rmjn ! (Rmjn)fi = Rmjnfi , let Ni denote
the pre-image of Mi. It is clear that Mi = (Ni)fi . Set N =
T
1·i·tNi.
Take an element n 2 Ni. There is an integral non-negative number k
such that (fifj)kn 2 Nj for any j, hence fki n 2 Nj for any j. There-
fore, Nfi = (Ni)fi = Mi for any i. It remains to prove that N is a direct
summand of Rmjn.
Set B =
Q
1·i·tRfi . By Lemma 1.2 (ii), [23], B is an fppf covering of R.
Note that B ­R N ' N ­R B is a direct summand of Bmjn, whence it is
¯nitely presented, as a left and right B-module. By [1], I, x3, Proposition
11, N is a ¯nitely presented, as a right, say, R-module. It follows by Lemma
6.5 that N is a direct summand of Rmjn, as desired. ¤
Let W be a supersubspace of V with s dimW = (m¡ s)j(n¡ r). De¯ne
a subfunctor GrW of Gr by
GrW (A) = fM jM
M
(W ­A) = Amjng; A 2 SAlgK :
Lemma 6.7. GrW is an open a±ne subfunctor of Gr.
Proof. Choose gM : SSp R! Gr de¯ned by an element M 2 Gr(R). Then
Á 2 SSp R(A) belongs to gM (A)¡1(GrW (A)) i® the induced supermodule
morphism ¹A :M ­R A! Amjn=W ­R A is an isomorphism, where A is an
R-supermodule via Á. Since the superranks ofM­RA and Amjn=W­RA are
the same, ¹A is an isomorphism i® it is an epimorphism. Both statements
easily follow by Proposition 6.2 (2) combined with [23], Lemma 1.5. By
Lemma 6.4, g¡1M (GrW ) = D(I); where I = AnnR(R
mjn=(M +W ­R)). The
same arguments as in [7], I, x1, 3.9, show that GrW is isomorphic to the
a±ne superscheme Aujv (cf. [23], p.719), where u = s(m¡ s)+ r(n¡ r); v =
s(n¡ r) + r(m¡ s). ¤
Corollary 6.8. The K-functor Gr(sjr;mjn) is a superscheme.
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Let U be a supersubspace of V such that sdimU = sjr. Denote the stabi-
lizer StabGL(V )(U) (cf. [23], p.720) by P (U); this is a closed supersubgroup
of GL(V ).
Proposition 6.9. The quotient GL(V )~=P (U) is isomorphic to Gr(sjr;mjn).
Proof. We have an embedding (GL(V )=P (U))(n) ! Gr given by g 7! g(U ­
A); g 2 GL(V )(A); A 2 SAlgK . Moreover, an element M 2 Gr(A) belongs
to (GL(V )=P (U))(n)(A) i® Amjn = M
L
P and both M and P are free
A-supermodules of superranks sjr and (m ¡ s)j(n ¡ r), respectively. It
remains to prove that (GL(V )=P (U))(n) is dense in Gr with respect to the
Grothendieck topology of fppf coverings.
By Proposition 6.2 (4) for an element M 2 Gr(A) and its complement
P there are elements f1; : : : ; ft; g1; : : : ; gl 2 A0 such that
P
1·i·tA0fi =P
1·j·lA0gj = A0 and each Afi-supermodule Mfi (respectively, each Agj -
supermodule Pgj ) is free. Observe that Proposition 7 from [1], II, x2, holds
for any (not necessary commutative) ring A and any multiplicative subsets
S; T of its center. In particular, Afigj -supermodulesMfigj and Pfigj are free,
1 · i · t; 1 · j · l. Since P1·i·t;1·j·lA0figj = A0, Lemma 1.2 (ii), [23],
concludes the proof. ¤
7. Affiness criteria for quotient dur K-sheaves
Let G = SSp D be an a±ne supergroup. Let X = SSp B be an a±ne
superscheme on which G acts from the right. Thus, D is a Hopf superalgebra
so that SModD forms a tensor category in the obvious way, and B is a
right D-comodule superalgebra, that is, an algebra object in SModD. Let
½ : B ! B ­D denote the structure on D; it then gives rise to the action
SSp ½ : X £ G ! X. Set C = BG, the superalgebra of G-invariants in B.
This coincides with
(7.1) BcoD = fb 2 B j ½(b) = b­ 1g:
Recall from Section 3 that X~=G (resp., X~~=G) denotes the shea¯¯cation
(resp., the dur shea¯¯cation) of the naive quotient (X=G)(n) of X over G.
We let SModDB denote the category (SMod
D)B of right B-module objects
in SModD, and call an object in this category a (D;B)-Hopf supermodule;
this notion is a superization of the relative Hopf modules which were de¯ned
by Takeuchi [20]. Given an object N in SModC , the right B-supermodule
N ­C B, given idN ­ ½ : N ­C B ! (N ­C B)­D, turns into an object in
SModDB , so that we have the functor
(7.2) SModC ! SModDB ; N 7! N ­C B:
This will be seen to be a tensor functor; see Remark 7.2 below.
The next theorem will play a crucial role when we prove Theorem 0.1 and
Proposition 9.3 in the following two sections. This theorem generalizes Satz
A of Oberst [15] to the super situation; see also Schneider [17], Theorem I,
which proves Oberst's Satz A in the non-commutative situation.
Theorem 7.1. Let the notation be as above.
1. The following are equivalent:
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(1) G acts on X freely, and the dur K-sheaf X~~=G is a±ne;
(2) (a) B is injective as a right D-comodule, and
(b) the map
® = ®B : B ­B ! B ­D; ®(b­ b0) = b½(b0)
is a surjection;
(3) (a) B is faithfully °at over C, and
(b) the map
¯ = ¯B : B ­C B ! B ­D; ¯(b­C b0) = b½(b0)
induced from the ®B above is a bijection.
(4) The functor SModC ! SModDB given in (7.2) is a category equiva-
lence.
If these conditions are satis¯ed, then X~~=G = SSp C.
2. Suppose that G is algebraic, or in other words, D is ¯nitely generated.
Suppose that B is Noetherian; see Proposition 2.1. If the equivalent condi-
tions above are satis¯ed, then X~~=G = SSp C is Noetherian (or equivalently,
C is Noetherian), and it coincides with the K-sheaf X~=G.
Proof. The equivalence (1), (3) as well as the last statement of Part 1 has
been proved by the second named author [23], Section 4; see Proposition 4.2
for (3) ) (1), and Proposition 4.1 and the second sentence of its proof for
the rest. If the condition (3) is satis¯ed, the assumptions of Part 2 imply
that C is Noetherian, and B ¸ C. Therefore, Part 2 follows again by [23],
Proposition 4.2.
The equivalence (3) , (4) is proved in the same way of proving [17],
Theorem 3.7, in its special case when H = H. In fact, (3) ) (4) can
be alternatively understood as the faithfully °at descent theorem, which
proves under the assumption (3)(a), the equivalence between SModC and
the category of right comodules over the natural coring B ­C B in SModK ,
since the latter category is identi¯ed with SModDB through the isomorphism
assumed by (3)(b). On the other hand, the functor given in (7.2) has the
right adjoint M 7! M coD (see (7.1)), where M 2 SModDB , and the map ¯B
is the adjunction for B­D. This together with the faithful exactness of the
equivalence shows (4) ) (3).
We postpone proving the remaining (2) , (3) until Section 10. ¤
Remark 7.2. Keep the notation as above. Given an object N in SModC ,
regard it as a (C;C)-superbimodule, by de¯ning the left C-action as in (2.1).
Then, SModC forms a tensor category with respect to the tensor product
N ­CN 0 and the unit C. Similarly, SModDB forms a tensor category. We see
that the functor given in (7.2) is a tensor functor.
8. Proof of the main theorem
This section is devoted mostly to prove our Main Theorem 0.1.
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8.1. Given X 2 F , we let Xres = XjAlgK denote the functor restricted to
AlgK . Thus we have the functor
F = SetsSAlgK ! SetsAlgK ; X 7! Xres:
The geometric realization of the functor Xres (cf. [7], I, x1, 4.2) is also
denoted by jXresj. Given A 2 SAlgK , recall from (3.2) the de¯nition of A.
Let ¼A : A! A denote the quotient map.
Lemma 8.1. Let X 2 F .
1. We have the coincidence jXje = jXresje of topological spaces.
2. U 7! Ures gives a bijection, Op(X) '¡! Op(Xres).
Proof. 1. By Lemma 5.5 we have coincidence jXje = jXresje of sets. Again
by Lemma 5.5, V µ X(B) is open i® for any pair (R; x) 2 MX there is a
superideal Ix in R such that gx(B)¡1(V ) = D(Ix)(B). Denote X(¼R)(x) 2
X(R) by x. It remains to notice that SSp R(B) = SSp R(B), g¡1x (V ) =
g¡1x (V ) and D(Ix)(B) = D(Ix)(B); where Ix = ¼R(Ix).
2. This follows from Part 1 above and Proposition 5.9. ¤
Remark 8.2. The lemma above can be generalized so that if Y µ X is a
subfunctor such that Xres = Yres, then jXje = jY je and Op(X) '¡! Op(Y ).
Lemma 8.3. Suppose B 2 SAlgK , C 2 AlgK . Then, B ¸ C i® B0 ¸ C
and B1 is a °at C-module that is ¯nitely presented as a B0-module.
Proof. The superalgebra B is a faithfully °at C-(super)module i® B0 is a
faithfully °at C-module and B1 is a °at C-module (cf. [1], I, x2, Propo-
sition 2). Assume that B = C[kjl]=I, where C[kjl] is a free commutative
C-superalgebra with free even generators t1; : : : ; tk and free odd genera-
tors z1; : : : ; zl. Besides, I is a ¯nitely generated superideal of C[kjl]. Let
f1; : : : fd; fd+1; : : : ; fs be homogeneous generators of I such that jfij = 0
if i · d, and jfij = 1 otherwise. Thus I
T
C[kjl]0 is generated (as a
C[kjl]0-ideal) by fi; frzj ; 1 · i · d; d + 1 · r · s; 1 · j · l. Since
C[kjl]0 is a ¯nitely presented C-algebra, it infers that B0 is. Analogously,
B1 = (
L
1·j·l C[kjl]0zj)=I1 and I1 is generated (as a C[kjl]0-module) by
fizj ; fr. Conversely, if B1 is a ¯nitely presented B0-module, then B is a
¯nitely presented B0-superalgebra. ¤
Let Y be a K-functor such that for any monomorphism of superalgebras
Á : A! B, the map Y (Á) is injective. The naive quotient (G=H)(n) gives an
example of such a functor. Assume additionally that Y commutes with the
direct products of superalgebras. In particular, Y is suitable; see De¯nition
3.7. It is clear that Yev inherits both of the above properties of Y . In
particular, fYev is a subfunctor of ~Y . Denote the shea¯¯cation of Yres in the
category SetsAlgK by gYres.
Lemma 8.4. If Y is as above, then the functors (fYev)res and gYres are canon-
ically identi¯ed.
Proof. For any B 2 SAlgK we identify the sets Yev(B) and Y (B0) via Y (¶BB0).
If C 2 AlgK and y 2 fYev(C), then there is B ¸ C such that y belongs
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to Ker(Y (B0)
!
! Y ((B ­C B)0)). By Lemma 8.3 B0 ¸ C. We have a
commutative diagram
Y (B0)
!
! Y ((B ­C B)0)
" "
Y (B0)
!
! Y (B0 ­C B0)
whose vertical arrows are embeddings (the left arrow is an identity map).
Thus y belongs to Ker(Y (B0)
!
! Y (B0 ­C B0)), that is y represents an
element y0 2 gYres(C). The de¯nition of y0 does not depend on B. If z 2
Y (D0) also represents y, where D ¸ C, then C · B0; D0 · R = B0 ­C D0
and Y (¶RB0)(y) = Y (¶
R
D0
)(z) belongs to Ker(Y (R) !! Y (R­C R)). The map
y 7! y0 is obviously a bijection. We leave it to the reader to check its
functoriality. ¤
Corollary 8.5. Let G be an algebraic supergroup, and let H µ G be a closed
supersubgroup.
1. We have (Gev~=Hev)res = Gres~=Hres.
2. U 7! Ures well de¯nes a map Op(Gev~=Hev)! Op(Gres~=Hres), and the
thus de¯ned map is a bijection.
Proof. 1. This follows by Lemma 8.4 applied to (G=H)(n), since ((G=H)(n))res =
(Gres=Hres)(n).
2. This follows by Part 1 above and Part 2 of Lemma 8.1. ¤
Remark 8.6. Let U µ V be supervector spaces such as in Proposition 6.9.
Then,
(GL(V )~=P (U))res = GL(V0)~=P (U0)£GL(V1)~=P (U1) = GL(V )res~=P (U)res:
This follows from Proposition 6.9, since we see that the supergrassmannian
Gr(sjr;mjn), restricted to AlgK , is canonically isomorphic to the direct prod-
uct Gr(s;m) £ Gr(r; n) of Grassmannians. Indeed, if R 2 AlgK , then an
R-supermodule M is a direct summand of Rmjn = V ­ R i® Mi is a direct
summand of Vi ­R; i = 0; 1.
In what follows let G be an algebraic supergroup, and H µ G a closed
supersubgroup. Since one sees (G=H)(n) ¶ (Gev=Hev)(n), it follows that
G~=H ¶ Gev~=Hev:
Proposition 8.7. The map
(8.1) Op(G~=H)! Op(Gev~=Hev)
given by U 7! U T(Gev=Hev) is a surjection.
Proof. By [23], Proposition 6.3, there exists a faithful representation G !
GL(V ) such that H = StabG(U) for a supersubspace U of V . With the
domain restricted to AlgK , the group scheme Gres acts on the scheme
(GL(V )~=P (U))res = GL(V )res~=P (U)res
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by left multiplications, andHres coincides with the centralizer of the element
eKP (U)res(K), where eK is a unit of GL(V )res(K). By Proposition 5.2 of
[7], III, x3, the canonical morphism Gres~=Hres ! GL(V )res~=P (U)res is an
immersion. It follows by Corollary 8.5 that the map
(8.2) Op(GL(V )ev~=P (U)ev)! Op(Gev~=Hev)
induced from the canonical Gev~=Hev ! GL(V )ev~=P (U)ev is a surjection.
We see from Lemma 8.1, Corollary 8.5 and Remark 8.6 that the map (8.1)
for GL(V ), P (U)
Op(GL(V )~=P (U))! Op(GL(V )ev~=P (U)ev)
is a bijection. Since the composite of this last bijection with the surjection
(8.2) factors through (8.1), the desired surjectivity follows. ¤
Lemma 8.8. Gev~=Hev is a superscheme.
Proof. Let U 00 2 Op(Gres~=Hres) be a±ne. By Corollary 8.5, Part 2, there
exists a unique U 0 2 Op(Gev~=Hev) such that (U 0)res = U 00. Denote the pre-
images of U 0, U 00 by V 0 2 Op(Gev), V 00 2 Op(Gres), respectively. Obviously,
(V 0)res = V 00. In addition, V 0 and V 00 are stable under the (free) actions
(from the right) by Hev and Hres, respectively, and
(8.3) V 0~=Hev = U 0; V 00~=Hres = U 00:
To see this for U 0 and V 0, for example, note that V 0, being the pre-image
of U 0 \ (Gev=Hev)(n), is stable under the Hev-action, and (V 0=Hev)(n) =
U 0 \ (Gev=Hev)(n), whose shea¯¯cation is obviously U 0.
By [10], Part I, 5.7(1), V 00 is a±ne. Suppose V 00 = Sp B, where B 2 AlgK .
Then, U 00 ' Sp BHres . We see that Hev, B and BHev(= BHres) satisfy the
condition (3) (for G, B and C) of Theorem 7.1, Part 1, and so that U 0 is
a±ne, and is isomorphic to SSp BHev .
Recall that Theorem 0.1 was proved in the non-super situation by De-
mazure and Gabriel [7], III, x3, 5.4. This classical result ensures that
Gres~=Hres has a ¯nite open a±ne covering. If U 00 ranges over such a cover-
ing, then the corresponding U 0 form a ¯nite open covering of Gev~=Hev which
is a±ne, as was just seen. ¤
8.2. We need some purely Hopf-algebraic argument. Keep G, H as above.
Suppose G = SSp A. Thus, A is a ¯nitely generated Hopf superalgebra.
Let " : A ! K denote the counit of A. For every supersubalgebra, say R,
of A, we suppose that it has "jR : R! K as counit, and let R+ = Ker("jR)
denote its kernel. The largest purely even quotient algebra A = A=AA1 of
A is now a quotient Hopf algebra. We have
Gev = SSp A; Gres = Sp A:
De¯ne
WA = A1=A+0 A1;
this is the odd part of the cotangent space of G at 1. Note that A 7! A,
A 7! WA are functorial. Since A is supposed to be ¯nitely generated, A
is ¯nitely generated, and WA is ¯nite-dimensional; see [13], Proposition
4.4. Regard A as a left A-comodule superalgebra along the quotient map
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¼ = ¼A : A ! A. Let ¢ : A ! A ­ A; ¢(a) =
P
a1 ­ a2 denote the
coproduct on A. Set
(8.4) R = coAA = fa 2 A j
X
¼(a1)­ a2 = ¼(1)­ ag:
This is a right coideal supersubalgebra of A, that is, a supersubalgebra such
that ¢(R) ½ R­A. Recall from [13] the following result.
Proposition 8.9. ([13], Theorem 4.5) There is a counit-preserving isomor-
phism
(8.5) A '¡! A­ ^(WA)
of left A-comodule superalgebras. It follows that there is a counit-preserving
isomorphism R ' ^(WA) of superalgebras.
Suppose H = SSp D. Thus, D is a quotient Hopf superalgebra of A. We
have D, WD, as above. Set T = coDD; see (8.4). Then, T has a special
counit with kernel T+, and T ' ^(WD), as above. We can choose an
isomorphism such as (8.5) and a similar isomorphism D '¡! D­^(WD) so
that the following diagram commutes; see [13], Remark 4.8.
A
'¡¡¡¡! A­ ^(WA)
f
??y ??yf­^(W f )
D
'¡¡¡¡! D ­ ^(WD)
It results that the quotient map A ! D restricts to a surjection R ! T ,
which is identi¯ed with ^(W f ) : ^(WA) ! ^(WD). Let a = Ker(R ! T )
denote the kernel.
Lemma 8.10. This R ! T is a counit-preserving surjection of right D-
comodule superalgebras, and the kernel a is nilpotent.
Proof. The ¯rst assertion is easy to see. The remaining nilpotency follows
since one sees that via the identi¯cation given above, a is generated by
Ker(W f :WA !WD), so that ad+1 = 0 if d = dimKKer(W f ). ¤
By Lemma 8.8, Gev~=Hev has a ¯nite open a±ne covering, say fU 0ig1·i·n.
Proposition 8.7 ensures that for each 1 · i · n, there exists Ui 2 Op(G~=H)
such that Ui \Gev~=Hev = U 0i .
Lemma 8.11. fUig1·i·n is an open covering of G~=H.
Proof. It su±ces to prove that if L is an algebraically closed ¯eld in FK , then
(G~=H)(L) µ Si Ui(L). Note that Ui(L) ¶ U 0i(L). One sees that if X 2 F
is suitable, then X(L) = ~X(L) for L as above. This applied to (G=H)(n),
(Gev=Hev)(n) implies that (G~=H)(L) = (Gev~=Hev)(L). The desired result
follows since we have (Gev~=Hev)(L) =
S
i U
0
i(L). ¤
Theorem 0.1 will follow from the last lemma if we prove that each Ui is
a±ne and Noetherian.
To remove the index i for simplicity, we re-start by choosing U 2 Op(G~=H),
U 0 2 Op(Gev~=Hev) so that U 0 is a±ne, and U \Gev~=Hev = U 0. Our aim is to
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prove that U is a–ne and Noetherian. Let V , V 0 be the pre-images ofU, U 0,
respectively. As was seen in the proof of Lemma 8.8,V 0 is a–ne. Suppose
V 0 = SSp B with B 2 AlgK , keeping an algebra morphismA ! B in mind.
Identify A = A ­ R via a flxed isomorphism such as (8.5). SetB = B ­ R;
note that the B given above coincides withB=BB 1, as is expected from
the notation. Since V is the unique element in Op(G) whose intersection
with Gev equalsV 0, we seeV = SSp B. Indeed, this SSp B is open in G
by Lemma 3.5, and its intersection with Gev equalsSSp B , as is seen from
a push-out diagram in SAlgK . Since B is Noetherian, it follows that B is
Noetherian; see Proposition 2.1.
The same argument as proving (8.3) shows thatV = SSp B is stable
under the action by H = SSp D from the right, and V~=H = U. This
H -action on V is obviously free, and makesB into a right D -comodule
superalgebra. By applying Theorem 7.1 onG; X to H; V , we see that the
aim of ours above is equivalent to proving the next proposition.
Proposition 8.12. The right D -comodule superalgebraB satisfles the fol-
lowing conditions given in (2) of Theorem 7.1, Part 1:
(a) B is injective as a right D -comodule, and
(b) the map
fi = fiB : B ­ B ! B ­ D; fi (b­ b0) = b‰(b0)
is a surjection, where ‰: B ! B ­ D denotes the structure onB .
8.3. Recall a = Ker( R ! T ) from Lemma 8.10. Set
(8.6) B = B=B a:
We list up the properties of B , B and B which will be needed.
(i) B is a right D -comodule superalgebra which includesR as a right
D -comodule supersubalgebra.
(ii) B=BR+ = B ; this is naturally a right D -comodule algebra.
(iii) B is a right D -comodule superalgebra which includesT as a right
D -comodule supersubalgebra.
(iv) B=BT+ = B .
Lemma 8.13. The right D -comodule algebraB satisfles the conditions
(c) B is injective as a right D -comodule, and
(d) the map
fiB : B ­ B ! B ­ D; fi B(b­ b0) = b‰(b0)
is a surjection, where ‰: B ! B ­ D denotes the structure onB .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 7.1 (or rather from the original, non-super
version, Satz A of [15]), sinceB satisfles the conditions given in (3) of the
theorem, as was seen in the proof of Lemma 8.8. ¤
Lemma 8.14. Every object in SModDB is injective as a right D -comodule.
Proof. By (c) of the last lemma, Doi’s Theorem, Theorem 1 of [8], ensures
that every (D; B )-Hopf (non-super) module isD -injective. Let M 2 SModDB .
By (iii), (iv), we see M=MT + 2 SModD
B
. This last object is especially a
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(D; B )-Hopf module, which is D -injective, as was just seen. We see from
[13], Proposition 1.1 that if N 2 SModDT , then N=NT + 2 SModD, and that
the assignmentN 7! N=NT + gives a category equivalence
(8.7) SModDT ¼ SModD:
Note that M 2 SModDT , to which assigned isM=MT +. Since the last object
is injective in SModD by Proposition 2.3, M is injective in SModDT , whence
the structure morphism M ! M ­ D splits in SModDT . This implies that
M is D -injective. ¤
Now, we can complete the proof of Theorem 0.1 by proving Proposition
8.12.
Proof of Proposition 8.12. Recall from Lemma 8.10 that a is nilpotent. Let
r > 0 be an integer such thatar = 0. By the last lemma, every object in
SModDB is D -injective. For each 0· i < r , we haveBai=Bai+1 2 SModDB ;
this is therefore D -injective. It follows that the short exact sequence
0! Bai=Bai+1 ! B=Bai+1 ! B=Bai ! 0
in SModDB splits D -colinearly. We see thatB decomposes as
B '
r¡1M
i=0
Bai=Bai+1
into D -injective direct summands, whence it isD -injective. We have thus
verifled the condition (a).
To verify (b), it su–ces to prove that the base extension B ­B fiB :
B ­ B ! B ­ D of fiB along B ! B is a surjection, since the kernel
Ker(B ! B ) is nilpotent. Note that this B ­B fiB factors through
(8.8) B ­B! B ­ D; b­ b0 7! b‰0(b0);
where ‰0 : B! B­D denotes the structure onB. It su–ces to prove that
this (8.8) is a surjection. This is a morphism in SModDT , which corresponds
via the category equivalence (8.7) to the surjectionfiB in (d) of Lemma 8.13.
Therefore, the map (8.8) and hencefiB are surjections, as desired. ¤
8.4. Here is a corollary to the proof given in the preceding subsection.
Corollary 8.15. Let G be an algebraic supergroup, and letH be a closed
supersubgroup ofG. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) G~=H is a–ne;
(2) Gev~=Hev is a–ne;
(3) Gres~=Hres is a–ne.
Moreover, these are equivalent to the analogous conditions forH ~nG, H ev~nGev
and H res~nGres.
Proof. SupposeG = SSp A; H = SSp D, as above. From Theorem 7.1 and
the analogous statement forH ~nG, we see that the condition (1) above and
the analogous one forH ~nG are both equivalent to
(10) A is injective as a right or equivalently left D -comodule,
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and that the conditions (2), (3) and the analogous two conditions are all
equivalent to
(20) A is injective as a right or equivalently left D-comodule.
As is seen from isomorphisms such as (8.5), A (resp., D) is cofree as a left
(and right) comodule over A (resp., D). This shows that (10) ) (20), while
the proof of Proposition 8.12 shows (10) ( (20). ¤
9. Some properties of quotients
Lemma 9.1. Let X be a local K-functor in F , and let Y µ X be a local
subfunctor. Suppose that fXigi2I is an open covering of X.
1. Y is closed in X i® each Y \Xi is closed in Xi.
2. If Xi µ Y for all i, then Y = X.
Proof. 1. This is a superization of [10], Part I, Lemma 1.13. The proof there
given can be directly superized.
2. By superizing the fact (5) noted in [10], Part I, Section 1.12, we see
that the statement holds if Y is closed in X. This last assumption is now
satis¯ed by Part 1 above. ¤
Proposition 9.2. Let X be a superscheme. Then Xev is a closed subfunctor
of X. In particular, Xev is also a superscheme.
Proof. By Comparison TheoremX can be identi¯ed with Y ¦, where Y 2 SV.
By the de¯nition, y 2 Y ¦(A) belongs to (Y ¦)ev(A) i® y factors through
the canonical morphism SSpec A ! SSpec A0; A 2 SAlgK . By Lemma
4.1, y 2 (Y ¦)ev(A) i® for any open subset V µ Y e we have y¤(OY (V )) µ
OSSpec A((ye)¡1(V ))0. In particular, for any open subfunctor Z µ Y we
have (Z¦)ev = (Y ¦)ev
T
Z¦. Moreover, Proposition 3.3 implies that (Y ¦)ev
is a local K-functor. If fYigi2I is an open a±ne covering of Y , then fY ¦i gi2I
is an open a±ne covering of Y ¦. Since (Y ¦)ev
T
Y ¦i is closed in Y
¦
i for
arbitrary i 2 I, (Y ¦)ev is closed in Y ¦ by Lemma 9.1. ¤
Proposition 9.3. Let G be an algebraic supergroup, and let H be a closed
supersubgroup of G. Then we have
(G~=H)ev = Gev~=Hev; (G~=H)res = Gres~=Hres:
Proof. Since by Corollary 8.5, the second equality follows from the ¯rst, we
concentrate on proving the ¯rst.
Theorem 0.1 combined with Proposition 9.2 implies that (G~=H)ev is a
superscheme. Since it includes (Gev=Hev)(n), we have (G~=H)ev ¶ Gev~=Hev.
Recall from the arguments and the results in Sections 8.2, 8.3 that G~=H
and Gev~=Hev have (¯nite) open coverings fUig, fU 0ig, respectively, such that
Ui
T
Gev~=Hev = U 0i for each i. We see easily that f(Ui)evg is an open
covering of (G~=H)ev. Suppose that we have proved
(9.1) (Ui)ev = U 0i for each i:
Then the desired equality will follow from Lemma 9.1 on X ¶ Y , fXig
applied to (G~=H)ev ¶ Gev~=Hev, f(Ui)evg. Therefore, we will aim to prove
(9.1), below.
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By the same argument as given in the two paragraphs preceding Proposi-
tion 8.12, we may and we do suppose that we are in the situation of Section
8.3, and that the Ui and the U 0i above, with i flxed, are given bySSp BcoD,
SSp B coD, respectively; here,Ui may be supposed to beSSp BcoD, since
Ui is a–ne as was shown by the proof of Proposition 8.12. SetC = B coD.
Since (Ui)ev = SSp C with C = C=CC1, it follows that to prove the desired
(9.1), it su–ces to prove
(9.2) C = B coD:
Now, we know from Theorem 7.1 that N 7! N ­C B gives a category
equivalenceSModC ¼¡! SModDB , whose quasi-inverse is given by its right
adjoint M 7! M coD; see (7.1). Set
gr B =
1M
i=0
Bai=Bai+1:
This is naturally a right D -comodule superalgebra. With respect to the
natural N-grading (gr B )( i ) = Bai=Bai+1, i 2 N, this is an N-graded object
in SModDB . Note B = (gr B )(0). Since the equivalenceM 7! M coD is exact,
we see that (grB )coD coincides with
gr C :=
1M
i=0
(C \ Bai)=(C \ Bai+1):
Set C = (gr C)(0); this coincides with BcoD. We see from Lemma 8.14 that
the right D -comodule superalgebraB satisfles the condition (2), and hence
the remaining conditions, given in Part 1 of Theorem 7.1. In particular,
flB : B­CB! B­ D; fl B (b­C b0) = b‰0(b0)
is a bijection, where ‰0 : B ! B ­ D denotes the structure onB. By
applying T=T+­T twice, it follows that the last bijection induces a bijection
B ­CB '¡! B ­D . We claim that B is faithfully °at over C, which together
with the last bijection will imply that
(9.3) C = B coD:
To prove the claim, let N ! N 0 be a morphism inSModC. By the condition
(4) for B, the morphism is an injection ifi the induced morphism N ­CB!
N 0 ­CB in SModDB , and hence inSModDT , is an injection. By the category
equivalence (8.7), the last condition is equivalent to thatN ­CB ! N 0­CB
is an injection. This proves the claim.
We see from (9.3) thatC = (gr C)(0) is purely even. On the other hand,
(gr C)(1) is purely odd since so is (grB )(1). By construction, the product
map
Ni
B (gr B )(1) ! (gr B )( i ) is a surjection for each i > 0. We know
already that N 7! N ­C B gives a category equivalenceSModC ¼ SModDB ,
which is indeed an equivalence of tensor categories, as is seen from Remark
7.2. It follows that the product map
Ni
C(gr C)(1) ! (gr C)( i ) as well is a
surjection for each i , or in other words, gr C is generated by the elements
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of degree · 1. Therefore, the Z2-grading on gr C is such that
(gr C)0 =
M
i even
(gr C)(i); (gr C)1 =
M
i odd
(gr C)(i):
We can now apply [13], Lemma 5.15 on R, R to the present C, gr C, to
conclude CCi1 = C \ Bai for all i > 0. The result for i = 1 shows C = C,
which coincides with BcoD by (9.3). This proves the desired (9.2). ¤
We de¯ne here a±ne morphisms, and later faithfully °at morphisms; see
De¯nition 9.9.
De¯nition 9.4. Following [7], we say that a morphism of K-functors f :
X ! Y is a±ne if, for any R 2 SAlgK and any morphism g : SSp R! Y ,
the ¯ber product X £Y SSp R is an a±ne superscheme.
If Y is an a±ne superscheme and f : X ! Y is an a±ne morphism, then
X is obviously a±ne. In fact, for g = idY we have X ' X £Y Y .
Lemma 9.5. If f : X ! Y is an a±ne morphism and Y is a superscheme,
then X is also a superscheme.
Proof. Combining Yoneda's Lemma with superization of [10], Part I, 1.7(3),
one can copy the proof of Proposition 3.3, [7], I, x2 . ¤
Lemma 9.6. Let f : X ! Y be a morphism of local K-functors. If there is
an open covering fYigi2I of Y such that for each i 2 I, the induced morphism
f¡1(Yi)! Yi is a±ne, then f is a±ne.
Proof. Arguing as in Corollary 3.8, [7], I, x2, one can reduce the general case
to Y = SSp R. Moreover, one can assume that Yi = D(Rgi), where the
even elements gi generate R0 as an ideal. By our assumption, ff¡1(Yi)gi2I
is an open a±ne covering of X. Therefore, X is a superscheme. Using
Comparison Theorem one can translate our statement into the category SV.
Denote OX(jXje) by A. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we have a commutative
diagram
jXj ! SSpec A
& .
SSpec R
such that for any i 2 I, in the induced (also commutative) diagram
jXjf¤(gi) ! U(Af¤(gi))
& .
U(Rgi)
the horizontal arrow is an isomorphism. Here f = jf j. Thus jXj ! SSpecA
is also an isomorphism. ¤
Let f : X ! Y be a morphism of K-sheaves. We see that f is an epimor-
phism (of K-sheaves) i® the image of X is dense (in the fppf topology) in
Y , or in other words, for any A 2 SAlgK ; y 2 Y (A), there is an fppf covering
B ¸ A and x 2 X(B) such that f(B)(x) = Y (¶BA)(y). For example, any
quotient G ! G~=H is an epimorphism of K-sheaves. Besides, if a super-
algebra B is a fppf covering of its supersubalgebra A, then SSp ¶BA is an
epimorphism of K-sheaves.
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Lemma 9.7. (see Example 2.6, [7], III, x1) Assume that we have a com-
mutative diagram of sheaves.
X
f¡! Y
g & . h
Z:
If p : Z 0 ! Z is an epimorphism of sheaves and the induced morphism
X £Z Z 0 ! Y £Z Z 0 is an isomorphism, then f is.
Proof. Suppose x1; x2 2 X(A), and f(A)(x1) = f(A)(x2) = y. For an fppf
covering B ¸ A there is z 2 Z 0(B) such that (y0; z) belongs to Y (B)£Z(B)
Z 0(B); y0 = Y (¶BA)(y). Moreover, (x
0
1; z); (x
0
2; z) belong to X(B)£Z(B)Z 0(B);
where x0i = X(¶
B
A)(xi); i = 1; 2; and their images in Y (B) £Z(B) Z 0(B) co-
incide. By the assumption, x01 = x02 and since X(¶BA) is injective, x1 = x2.
Analogously, for any y 2 Y (A), there are a fppf covering B ¸ A and x0 2
X(B) such that X(B)(x0) = y0 2 Ker(Y (B) !! Y (B ­A B)). Since f is an
embedding, there is a pre-image x 2 X(A) of x0 such that f(A)(x) = y. ¤
Proposition 9.8. (cf. Corollary 2.12, [7], III, x1) Consider a cartesian
square (or pullback square, see [12], p.71)
X
f¡! Y
p # # q
Z
g¡! T
of K-sheaves. Assume that g is an epimorphism and p is a±ne. Then q is
a±ne.
Proof. Let gt : SSp B ! T; t 2 T (B). There is A ¸ B and x 2 Z(A) such
that g(A)(x) = T (¶AB)(t). In particular, ggx = gtSSp ¶
A
B. The square
SSp A£T Y
SSp ¶AB£idY¡! SSp B £T Y
# #
SSp A
SSp ¶AB¡! SSp B
is obviously cartesian (the vertical arrows are projections). Moreover, SSp A£T
Y ' SSp A £Z (Z £T Y ) = SSp A £Z X is an a±ne superscheme. In
other words, one can assume that X = SSp D;Z = SSp A; T = SSp B.
Then X £Y X ' SSp A £SSp B SSp D is a±ne and the projections pri :
X £Y X ! X; i = 1; 2; are dual to superalgebra morphisms is : D !
K[X £Y X]; s = 1; 2. Set N = ker(i1 ¡ i2). N is a supersubalgebra of
D and (SSp N; SSp ¶DN ) is a cokernel of (pr1;pr2). De¯ne a subfunctor
Y 0 µ Y by Y 0(A) = f(A)(X(A)); A 2 SAlgK . There is Y 0 ! SSp N given
by y 7! (SSp ¶DN )(A)(x) whenever y = f(A)(x); x 2 X(A). Since Y 0 is
dense in Y , there is s : Y ! SSp N such that SSp ¶DN = sf . Observe that
hpr1 = hpr2, where h = qf = gp. Therefore, there is an unique morphism
m : SSp N ! SSp B such that (SSp ¶DN )m = h. It is su±cient to check
that SSp A£SSpB s is an isomorphism and apply Lemma 9.7. The functor
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SSp A£SSp B ? takes the above cartesian square to a cartesian square
SSp A­B D f
0¡! SSp D
p0 # # q0
SSp A­B A g
0
¡! SSp A
with n0 = SSpA £SSpB n; n 2 ff ;p;q;gg. Finally, the corresponding
cokernel is isomorphic to (SSp A­BN; s0) and our statement is obvious. ¤
De¯nition 9.9. A morphism of superschemes f : X ! Y is called °at, if
for any open a±ne supersubschemes SSp A µ X and SSp B µ Y such that
f(SSp A) µ SSp B, the superalgebra A is a °at B-module. The morphism
f is called faithfully °at, if it is °at and jf je is surjective.
Remind that if a B-superalgebra A is a faithfully °at B-module, then
(SSpec ¶AB)
e is surjective. In particular, if X and Y have open a±ne cov-
erings indexed by the same set, say fXigi2I and fYigi2I , respectively, such
that for every i 2 I, f(Xi) µ Yi, and K[Xi] is a faithfully °at K[Yi]-module,
then f is faithfully °at by the Comparison Theorem.
Corollary 9.10. Assume that an algebraic supergroup G acts freely on an
a±ne superscheme X. If the quotient X~=G is a superscheme, then the
quotient morphism X ! X~=G is a±ne and faithfully °at.
Proof. Denote the quotient morphism by ¼. By Lemma 9.6 one has to
show that for an open a±ne supersubscheme SSp R = V µ X~=G the open
subfunctor U = ¼¡1(V ) is also a±ne, say U ' SSp A, and R · A. Using
Proposition 9.8 one can easily superize [10], Part I, 5.7(1). ¤
Remark 9.11. If charK > 0, then the statement that G~=H is a super-
scheme can be proved in a di®erent way. The following observation plays
crucial role in this proof. If H1 · H2 are closed supersubgroups of G,
G~=H2 is a superscheme and H2~=H1 is an a±ne superscheme, then G~=H1 is
a superscheme. In fact, the following diagram (cf. [6], p. 8)
G£H2~=H1 ! G~=H1
# #
G ! G~=H2
;
where G£H2~=H1 ! G is the canonical projection and G£H2~=H1 ! G~=H1
is induced by (g; hH1(A)) 7! ghH1(A); g 2 G(A); h 2 H2(A); A 2 SAlgK ,
is a cartesian square. By Proposition 9.8 the canonical morphism G~=H1 !
G~=H2 is a±ne. It remains to apply Lemma 9.5.
Now, denote by G1 the ¯rst in¯nitesimal supersubgroup of G (cf. [23],
p.738). The supergroup G1 is ¯nite and normal in G. Moreover, the super-
group G~=G1 is purely even. By Lemma 8.8
G~=HG1 ' (G~=G1)~=(HG1~=G1)
is a superscheme and HG1~=H ' G1~=G1
T
H is a±ne by Theorem 7.1 from
[23] (or by Corollary 8.15). The above observation completes the proof.
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Remark 9.12. The following result seems a folklore: if G is an algebraic
group over an arbitrary ¯eld, and if H is its closed, geometrically reductive
subgroup, then G~=H is a±ne.
Proof. By [22], H is geometrically reductive i®H0red is reductive. If charK =
0, then any algebraic group is reduced, and G~=H ' (G~=H0)~=(H~=H0) is
a±ne by [6], Corollary 4.5, and by [10], Part I, 5.5(6). If charK > 0,
then by arguing as above, one can assume that H is connected. There
is an integer n > 0 such that the induced morphisms Gred ! G~=Gn and
Hred ! H~=Hn are epimorphisms; cf. [22]. Since HGn~=Gn ' H~=Hn is a
reduced, geometrically reductive group (cf. [4], p.70), it follows again by
[6], Corollary 4.5 that G~=HGn ' (G~=Gn)~=(HGn~=Gn) is a±ne. It remains
to observe that HGn~=H ' Gn~=Hn is a±ne, and to argue as in Remark
9.11. ¤
10. Bosonization technique
In this section that is rather independent of the preceding ones, we choose
arbitrarily a non-zero commutative ring K, and let K be the ground ring
over which we work. We aim to give the postponed proof of (2) , (3) of
Theorem 7.1, Part 1, in a generalized situation. We do not assume that
(Hopf) algebras are commutative.
Let J be a Hopf algebra, and assume that the antipode of J , which we
denote by S : J ! J , is bijective. Let ¢ : J ! J ­ J , " : J ! K denote the
coproduct and the counit of J , respectively. For this coproduct we use the
sigma notation
¢(x) =
X
x1­ x2; (¢­ id) ±¢(x) = (id­¢) ±¢(x) =
X
x1­ x2­ x3:
We have the braided tensor category JJYD of Yetter-Drinfeld modules with
left J-action and left J-coaction. To be more precise, an object, say V , in
J
JYD is a left J-module and left J-comodule, whose structures we denote by
J ­ V ! V; x­ v 7! x * v; ¸ : V ! J ­ V; ¸(v) =
X
vJ ­ vV ;
these are required to satisfy
¸(x * v) =
X
x1vJS(x3)­ (x2 * vV ); x 2 J; v 2 V:
The category JJYD has the same tensor product just as the category of left
J-(co)modules, and has the braiding given by
V ­W '¡!W ­ V; v ­ w 7!
X
(vJ * w)­ vV ;
where V;W 2 JJYD; see [14], Section 10.6.
Suppose that J is the group algebra KZ2 of the group Z2. Regard each
object V 2 SModK as a left J-module by letting the generator of Z2 act
on homogeneous elements v 2 V by (6.2). Then, V turns into an object
in JJYD. We can thus embed SModK into JJYD as a braided tensor full
subcategory. Therefore, results on JJYD can apply to SModK .
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Suppose again that J is general. Let D be a Hopf algebra object in JJYD.
Radford's biproduct construction [16] (or in recent terms, bosonization) con-
structs an ordinary Hopf algebra,
D^ := D >lp J:
As an algebra, this is a smash product; see [18], Section 7.2.
Lemma 10.1. The antipode of D is bijective i® the antipode of D^ is bijec-
tive.
Proof. This is seen from [16], Proposition 2. ¤
Regard D as an ordinary coalgebra, and let ModD denote the category
of right D-comodules, as before. Since J is a Hopf subalgebra of D^, we can
de¯ne the category ModD^J of right (D^; J)-Hopf modules; see [20]. Note that
J is an algebra object in the tensor category ModD^ of right D^-comodules,
and ModD^J is precisely the category (Mod
D^)J of the right J-module object
in ModD^.
Suppose N 2 ModD. Let ½ : N ! N ­D, ½(n) =Pn0 ­ n1 denote the
structure. We set N^ = N ­ J , and de¯ne ½^ : N^ ! N^ ­ D^ by
½^(n­ x) =
X
(n0 ­ (n1)Jx1)­ ((n1)D ­ x2); n­ x 2 N ­ J = N^ :
In particular, D is in ModD with respect to the coproduct ¢ : D ! D­D.
For this, ¢^ : D^ ! D^ ­ D^ coincides with the coproduct of D^. Let J act on
N^ = N ­ J by the right multiplication on the factor J .
Proposition 10.2. N^ = (N^ ; ½^) is an object in ModD^J , and
(10.1) N 7! N^ ; ModD ! ModD^J
gives a functor. Moreover, this is a category equivalence.
Proof. The ¯rst sentence is directly veri¯ed. To prove the category equiv-
alence, let M 2 ModD^J . De¯ne J+ = Ker ". One sees that the structure
morphism M !M ­ D^, composed with id­ id­ " :M ­D­ J !M ­D,
induces a right D-comodule structure on M=MJ+, and
(10.2) M 7!M=MJ+; ModD^J ! ModD
gives a functor. We wish to prove that the functors (10.1) and (10.2) are
quasi-inverses of each other. We see that id ­ " : N ­ J ! N induces an
isomorphism
N^=N^J+
'¡! N
in ModD which is natural in N . On the other hand, the structure morphism
M !M ­ D^, composed with id­ "­ id :M ­D ­ J !M ­ J , induces a
morphism
M !M=MJ+ ­ J = \M=MJ+
in ModD^J which is natural in M . This last is indeed an isomorphism since it
coincides with the well-known Hopf-module isomorphism (see [18], Theorem
4.1.1), if we regard M naturally as an object in ModJJ . The last two natural
isomorphisms prove the desired equivalence. ¤
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We keep the notation as above. Let B be a non-zero left J-module alge-
bra, that is, an algebra object in the tensor category JMod of left J-modules.
Suppose in addition that B is a right D-comodule whose structure mor-
phism, denoted as before by ½ : B ! B ­ D, ½(b) = P b0 ­ b1, is left
J-linear and satis¯es the following braid relation:
½(bb0) =
X
b0((b1)J * b00)­ (b1)Db01; b; b0 2 B:
The assumptions are satis¯ed if B is an algebra object in (JJYD)D. Set
C = BcoD; see (7.1). This C is a left J-module subalgebra of B. Just as in
Theorem 7.1, we have the maps
® = ®B : B ­B ! B ­D; ®(b­ b0) = b½(b0);
¯ = ¯B : B ­C B ! B ­D; ¯(b­C b0) = b½(b0):
Obviously, ®B is a surjection i® ¯B is. Regard B^ = B o J as the smash-
product algebra. Identify C with C ­K in B^.
Proposition 10.3. Let the notation be as above.
1. B^ = (B^; ½^) is a right D^-comodule algebra such that C = B^coD^.
2. The map ¯B above is a surjection (resp., bijection) i® the map
¯B^ : B^ ­C B^ ! B^ ­ D^; ¯B^(b­C b0) = b½^(b0)
is a surjection (resp., bijection).
Proof. 1. One sees directly that B^ is a right D^-comodule algebra. Obviously,
C µ B^coD^. To prove the converse inclusion, let b =Pi bi­xi 2 B^coD^. Then
we have in B ­ J ­D ­ J ,
(10.3)
X
i
(bi)0 ­ (bi)1J(xi)1 ­ (bi)1D ­ (xi)2 =
X
i
bi ­ xi ­ 1­ 1:
Applying id­"­"­ id, we have b =Pi bi"(xi)­1. Hence we may suppose
b = b ­ 1 with b 2 B, in which case we see b 2 C, as desired, by applying
id­ "­ id­ " to the both sides of (10.3).
2. Let S¡ : J ! J denote the composite-inverse of the antipode S of J .
We de¯ne maps,
Á : B ­ J ­D ! B ­D ­ J; Á(b­ x­ d) =
X
b­ dD ­ xS(dJ);
Ã : B ­D ­ J ! B ­D ­ J; Ã(b­ d­ x) =
X
(S¡(x1)* b)­ d­ x2:
These are bijections, whose inverses are given by
Á¡1(b­ d­ x) =
X
b­ xdJ ­ dD;
Ã¡1(b­ d­ x) =
X
(x1 * b)­ d­ x2:
We have a well-de¯ned map,
µ : (B ­C B)­ J ! B^ ­C B; µ((b­C b0)­ x) =
X
((x1 * b)­ x2)­C b0;
which is a bijection with inverse
µ¡1((b­ x)­C b0) =
X
((S¡(x1)* b)­C b0)­ x2:
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One sees that the map ¯B^ for B^ is a surjection (resp., bijection) i®
° : B^­C B ! B^­D; °((b­x)­C b0) =
X
(b(x1 * b00)­x2(b01)J)­ (b01)D
is, since the former is the composite of the base extension °­ idJ (of ° along
K ! J) with the bijection
B^ ­ D^ '¡! B^ ­ D^; (b­ x)­ (d­ y) 7!
X
(b­ xy1)­ (d­ y2):
The desired result follows since we see that the base extension ¯B ­ idJ
coincides with the composite Ã ± Á ± ° ± µ. ¤
Proposition 10.4. Assume that K is a ¯eld, and the antipode of D is
bijective. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (a) B is injective as a right D-comodule, and
(b) ®B : B ­B ! B ­D is a surjection;
(2) (a) B is faithfully °at as a left C-module, and
(b) ¯B : B ­C B ! B ­D is a bijection;
(3) (a) B is faithfully °at as a right C-module, and
(b) ¯B : B ­C B ! B ­D is a bijection.
Proof. By Lemma 10.1, the antipode of D^ is bijective. Combining this with
Part 1 of Proposition 10.3, we can apply Schneider's Theorem [17], Theorem
I, to our B^; C; D^, in order to see that the following three conditions are
equivalent.
(1^) (a) B^ is injective as a right D^-comodule, and
(b) ¯B^ : B^ ­C B^ ! B^ ­ D^ is a surjection;
(2^) (a) B^ is faithfully °at as a left C-module, and
(b) ¯B^ : B^ ­C B^ ! B^ ­ D^ is a bijection;
(3^) (a) B is faithfully °at as a right C-module, and
(b) ¯B^ : B^ ­C B^ ! B^ ­ D^ is a bijection.
By Proposition 10.3, Part 2, we see (2) , (2^), (3) , (3^). To see the latter,
note that
J ­B ! B^; x­ b 7!
X
(x1 * b)­ x2
gives a right B-linear isomorphism, where on the left-hand side, we let B act
by the right multiplication on the factor B. We thus have (2), (3). We see
(3)) (1), since (3) implies that B is faithfully co°at as a right D-comodule,
which is equivalent to (1)(a). To complete the proof we have only to prove
(1) ) (1^).
Assume (1). By Proposition 10.3, Part 2, we have (1^)(b). By Proposition
10.2, B^ is an injective object in ModD^J , whence the structure morphism
B^ ! B^ ­ D^ splits in ModD^J , implying (1^)(a); see [19], Proposition A.2.1.
This completes the proof. ¤
Now we can give the postponed proof.
Proof of (2) , (3) in Theorem 7.1. When J = KZ2, in particular, the
proposition above can apply to the super context and when D is a super-
commutative Hopf superalgebra, whose antipode is necessarily involutory
and hence is bijective. Then the desired equivalence results. ¤
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